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Abstract 

Flame and smoke image processing and analysis could improve performance to detect smoke or 
fire and identify many complicated fire hazards, eventually to help firefighters to fight fires safely. 
Deep Learning applied to image processing has been prevailing in recent years among image-related 
research fields. Fire safety researchers also brought it into their studies due to its leading performance 
in image-related tasks and statistical analysis. From the perspective of input data type, traditional fire 
research is based on simple mathematical regressions or empirical correlations relying on sensor data, 
such as temperature. However, data from advanced vision devices or sensors can be analyzed by 
applying deep learning beyond auxiliary methods in data processing and analysis. Deep Learning has 
a bigger capacity in non-linear problems, especially in high-dimensional spaces, such as flame and 
smoke image processing. We propose a video-based real-time smoke and flame analysis system with 
deep learning networks and fire safety knowledge. It takes videos of fire as input and produces 
analysis and prediction for flashover of fire. 

Our system consists of four modules. The Color2IR Conversion module is made by deep neural 
networks to convert RGB video frames into InfraRed (IR) frames, which could provide important 
thermal information of fire. Thermal information is critically important for fire hazard detection. For 
example, 600 °C marks the start of a flashover. As RGB cameras cannot capture thermal information, 
we propose an image conversion module from RGB to IR images. The core of this conversion is a 
new network that we innovatively proposed: Dual-Attention Generative Adversarial Network 
(DAGAN), and it is trained using a pair of RGB and IR images.   

Next, Video Semantic Segmentation Module helps extract flame and smoke areas from the scene 
in the RGB video frames. We innovated to use synthetic RGB video data generated and captured 
from 3D modeling software for data augmentation.  

After that, a Video Prediction Module takes the RGB video frames and IR frames as input and 
produces predictions of the subsequent frames of their scenes.  

Finally, a Fire Knowledge Analysis Module predicts if flashover is coming or not, based on fire 
knowledge criteria such as thermal information extracted from IR images, temperature increase rate, 
the flashover occurrence temperature, and increase rate of lowest temperature. 

For our contributions and innovations, we introduce a novel network, DAGAN, by applying 
foreground and background attention mechanisms in the image conversion module to help reduce the 
hardware device requirement for flashover prediction. Besides, we also make use of combination of 
thermal information from IR images and segmentation information from RGB images in our system 
for flame and smoke analysis. We also apply a hybrid design of deep neural networks and a 
knowledge-based system to achieve high accuracy. Moreover, data augmentation is also applied on 
the Video Semantic Segmentation Module by introducing synthetic video data for training. 

The test results of flashover prediction show that our system has leading places quantitative and 
qualitative in terms of various metrics compared with other existing approaches. It can give a 
flashover prediction as early as 51 seconds with 94.5% accuracy before it happens. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation  

Fire is one of the most dangerous disasters for human society. The increasing number of 
buildings has boosted this problem to a higher dangerous level each year. For many families, a fire 
may have a catastrophic impact on their subsequent life, including the economic pressure caused by 
property loss and the mental impact caused by family members' injury and death. Reports [1] show 
that in a developed country like the United States of America, there are an estimated 1,318,500 fire 
cases in 2018. For home fires, they have caused 2720 civilian fire deaths and 15,200 civilian fire 
injuries. The total number of direct property losses due to fires is over $25 billion. 

The fire also has a profound adverse effect on the firefighters who have been fighting on the 
front line of the fire scene all year round. More than 30,000 firefighters are injured each year during 
firefighting operations [2, 3]. As fire has characteristics of fast spreading, the major challenge in 
firefighting is to put out the fire at an early or initial stage rather than to spend hours trying to 
extinguish the fire that has spread in the vicinity. An example of a comparison of different stages of 
fire is shown in Figure 1-1. The risk posed to firefighters and human lives increases as time goes on. 

 

  

Figure 1-1: Examples of different stages of fire, from [4]. At 2:18, the size of the fire was not big yet, 
but at 2:45, the fire suddenly expanded. 

For modern firefighting activities, there are 2 types of bases for data. The first one is built-in 
sensors in the buildings, such as smoke sensors. The system relies on the fact that smoke caused by 
the fire would rise up and trigger the smoke sensors installed at the ceilings of the buildings [5]. They 
are cheap but are only for one-time usage. The second type of data is video data, such as videos 
captured from cameras taken with firefighters.  

Compared with sensor data, video data are more timely and could also provide more information 
about the fire. For example, in RGB video data, fire can be generally characterized as orange or 
yellow flames which move from side to side. Smoke could be characterized as a combination of white, 
grey, and black plumes containing tiny soot particles or burnt particles [6]. Besides, IR videos could 
provide thermal conditions of a fire, which has far more detail than the temperature from sensor data.  
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In order to process and analyze the video data of fire, a number of methods have been proposed 
for fire and smoke processing and detection. One type of is fire safety knowledge-based system. A 
common hardware requirement for them is high-precision IR cameras. They use feature extraction 
and segmentation techniques to extract the required features from the RGB or IR images. Then, these 
features would be further analyzed based on fire safety knowledge for different purposes, such as 
detection or prediction. Handcrafted features are widely used in smoke or flame detection systems [7, 
8, 9, 10, 11]. Besides, the motion between frames is good support for contextual information to 
analyze and process flame or smoke patterns in images [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Furthermore, a fusion of 
InfraRed (IR) and RGB videos could provide more information on fire [17, 18]. Those methods could 
achieve high accuracy with powerful IR videos from IR cameras.  

However, feasibility also needs to be considered when it comes to firefighting usage. High-
precision and powerful IR cameras are usually big and heavy because they need shields and careful 
protection from severe heat waves. Besides, their price is high, starting from 70 thousand dollars, 
which are only affordable to big research labs. The cheaper ones are not equipped with high-precision 
sensors and thus could not capture high temperatures of fire with high accuracy, which could not help 
firefighters. As knowledge-based models highly depend on the accuracy of IR cameras, IR cameras 
become limitations of knowledge-based models for firefighters’ usage.  

On the contrary, Deep Learning could free up equipment requirements and help build a feasible 
solution for firefighters. Deep Learning is a hot topic in almost all current research areas. It has 
demonstrated capabilities that surpass traditional and human-level methods in image-related research 
in recent years, especially in image recognition, segmentation, and classification tasks. Seeing the 
potential of Deep Learning, researchers for fire science also tried to integrate it into their works with 
image-related analysis, and it opened up new research ideas. For example, some researchers build 
systems based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for fast and accurate processing of flame 
or smoke patterns [19, 20, 21, 22]. In addition, some others take advantage of Recurrent Neural 
Networks (RNNs) in processing sequence data from the past to the future and build models with it 
[23, 24]. Deep neural networks could also help in the conversion of RGB images to IR images. With 
deep learning techniques, the equipment requirement could be reduced, and firefighters would only 
need to bring an RGB camera with them, the thermal information would be generated by deep neural 
networks, which helps achieve accuracy of the same level with knowledge-based systems. But this 
time, it is more convenient and affordable. 

However, a pure deep learning based system has its own limitation in computational cost. Deep 
neural networks need to run on powerful Graphic Processing Units (GPUs). They have high power 
consumption and are not easy to deploy. They will also become slow if we run them on microchips. 
As a result, a hybrid design system with knowledge-based and deep learning based is the best choice 
for flame and smoke analysis in firefighting.  

Thus, we proposed an RGB Images-based Flame and Smoke Analysis System combining deep 
neural networks and fire safety knowledge to provide real-time analysis for flame and smoke. It only 
requires an RGB camera which is feasible and convenient for firefighters’ usage and could get the 
same level of thermal information with conversion by deep neural networks.  
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1.2 Overview of Our System 
The input of our system is an RGB video captured from a vision camera. Then the video will be 

cut into frames for analysis purposes in the system. Our purpose is, analyzing those frames in real-
time based on the information of current and previous input frames.  

 

Figure 1-2: Overview of our system. The input videos will pass through 4 modules of our system and 
generate a result of smoke and flame analysis.  

The overview structure of our system is shown in Figure 1-2. There are four sub-modules in our 
system. They are the Color2IR Conversion Module, Video Semantic Segmentation Module, Fire 
Knowledge Analysis Module, and Video Prediction Module. Besides, there is also a fusion part for 
analysis integration and decision making based on those sub-modules. 

The Color2IR Conversion module is a vital part of the process which converts the input vision 
frames into frames with thermal information (like IR images). The core part of this module is a novel 
Deep Neural Network that we proposed: DAGAN. It is inspired by cross-domain image conversion 
methods such as the DiscoGAN [25] and DualGAN [26], Attention mechanism in Computer Vision 
researches such as, Self-Attention [27], and loop structure that used in CycleGAN [28]. We brought 
their advantages together and optimized parameters to build a stable and efficient model for Color-
to-IR image conversion.  

Video Semantic Segmentation Module produces frames with semantic segmentation area 
information of flame and smoke, which are the most crucial things for fire research analysis. This 
module is also powered by a Deep Neural Network, TD-Net [29]. We use it as our video semantic 
segmentation method because it has good accuracy and excellent network efficiency. It takes 
advantage of Knowledge Distillation [30], which aims to improve an efficient student network trained 
with a deeper teacher network. It helps a lot in achieving real-time processing while remaining state-
of-the-art accuracy. 

Video Prediction Module will produce IR or visual images for the future based on RGB and IR 
frames. This module is built by a Deep Neural Network called Stochastic Adversarial Network (SAN) 
[31]. We chose this network since it combines the advantages of high-quality output without blurry 
and diverse predictions. They are both critical as output without blurry could ensure the precision of 
analysis in the next step of our system, and diverse prediction would give us more space for 
optimization as the fire phenomenon is complicated for a prediction system without considering 
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physical constraints. 

Then, the Fire Knowledge Analysis Module is built with mathematical models and statistical 
analysis of flame and smoke areas with temperature information. Although deep learning would help 
in fire research analysis, experts' fire knowledge and experiences are still important to consider, 
whose usefulness has been proved [32].  

Finally, our system could get the results of flame and smoke analyze from the Fire Knowledge 
Analysis Module. It could also be further used for several other purposes, such as flame detection, 
smoke detection, and flashover prediction. 

 

1.3 Contributions 
For the RGB image-based flame and smoke analysis system proposed by our work, we make 
contributions as follows: 

a) DAGAN for Color2IR Image Conversion  

i. We propose a novel network (DAGAN) that combines two attention modules for 
background and foreground to generate higher-quality images. And we also design an 
attention loss in the optimization to solve the saturating problem. 

b) Combination of IR and RGB images for image-based flame and smoke analysis 

i. In our system, we combine thermal information from IR images and semantic segmentation 
information from RGB images in the analysis of flame and smoke. 

c) Hybrid design for Image-based flame and smoke analysis 
i. Our system is in hybrid design, combining deep neural networks and fire safety knowledge 

for real-time flame and smoke analysis with high accuracy.  

d) Data augmentation for Video Semantic Segmentation 
i. Data augmentation is applied on the Video Semantic Segmentation Module by introducing 

synthetic video data for training to achieve high accuracy. 
 

1.4 Thesis Organization 
In our thesis, Chapter 2 starts with a comprehensive review of Deep Learning, GANs, 

Autoencoders, and Attention mechanism. Then, we provide a detailed overview of the topics related 
to sub-modules and our systems, such as Image Conversion, Video Semantic Segmentation, Video 
Prediction.  

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are about the work we have done. In Chapter 3, we illustrate the four 
sub-modules design. We explain the technical details for each sub-module, including network 
architecture and loss function. We especially emphasized the design of DAGAN for Color-to-IR 
conversion proposed by ourselves and how we combine the idea of the loop structure, attention 
mechanism, and GAN to compensate for some specific issues in the Color-to-IR conversion task. 
Furthermore, we also introduce details on the combination of sub-modules, how we integrate those 
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four sub-modules together and make them collaborate. Each sub-module performs its duties and acts 
as a component of the cooperation of all systems. In Chapter 4, we conduct experiments and analyze 
the results from each sub-module and the whole system for flashover prediction. Then we compare 
them with other models in performance. We show that our flashover prediction system beat other 
flashover prediction models both in accuracy and forecast ability.  

Chapter 5 summarizes all the works we have done and also concludes our thesis. We also analyze 
the strengths and weaknesses of our system and then discuss the future work that could improve our 
system's performance. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 Deep Learning 

Deep Learning is one of the most prevailing research directions of artificial intelligence in recent 
years. It has been proved to surpass many traditional methodologies that use manual feature extraction 
in areas around academia and industry. It has boosted the research on a variety of complicated 
problems.   

 
2.1.1 Related knowledge in Deep Learning 

Here is some crucial knowledge related to Deep Learning. 
 
2.1.1.1 Convolutional Neural Network 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [33] is a typical example of modern Deep Neural 
Networks. It could extract the features from the local field. This idea comes from the working process 
of the neurons in the human eyes. Those neurons tend to set up a connection between those pixels of 
images that is geographically close to each other as they are more likely to share the same features. 
Another important building block in CNN is kernels (also known as filters). A kernel, or called 
weights, is just a matrix of values that are trained to detect specific features. The main idea of CNNs 
is to spatially convolve the kernel matrix on an input image to check if the features are present or not. 
To provide confidence on how much a specific feature is present, a convolution operation is carried 
out by computing the kernel's dot product and the input area in overlapped areas. Compared with a 
fully connected neural network, which was widely used before the 2010s, CNN dramatically reduces 
the number of parameters and thus reduces the computational cost for both model training and testing.  

Nowadays, CNNs are currently widely used in various computer vision tasks, such as 
classification, detection, and segmentation. The usage of CNNs has significantly progressed with the 
introduction and development of new and deeper network structures, such as AlexNet [34], ResNet 
[35, 36], GoogLeNet [37], and VGG-Net [38].  

 
2.1.1.2 Activation function 

Activation functions are a type of function that maps the calculated results of the input vector, 
weights, and bias of neurons to the neuron's output. An essential feature of it is the non-linearity [39, 
40], as it aims to map the linear transformation of previous steps in neurons to a high dimensional 
nonlinear space [41]. Another feature is that they are derivative, which allows the gradients to flow 
with the networks. The appearance of activation functions is the fundamental reason why Deep 
Neural Networks could simulate various complex functions in the real world.  

Several activation functions are commonly used in research nowadays. The first one is the 
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Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). Its definition is shown in equation 2-1.  

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �𝑥𝑥,   𝑥𝑥 > 0
0,   𝑥𝑥 ≤ 0 (2 − 1) 

ReLU activation function will only keep the positive part of the outputs and generate 0 when the 
outputs are below 0. Unlike its relatively simple form, it plays a vital role in further promoting the 
research and development of Deep Neural Networks, especially the deeper ones. The first reason is 
that it could alleviate the gradient vanishing problem in the calculation process of Deep Neural 
Networks. Another crucial property of the ReLU activation function is that it makes the neural 
networks capable of expressing its coefficient.  

Sigmoid is another widely used activation function. Its definition is shown in the following 
equation: 

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
1

1 + 𝑅𝑅−𝑥𝑥
(2 − 2) 

The sigmoid function is monotonic, and it has a first derivative as bell-shaped. It has two 
horizontal asymptotes, and it is constrained by them as 𝑥𝑥 → ±∞. The sigmoid function is convex 
when values are less than 0, and it is concave when values are more than 0. As a result, the sigmoid 
function and its affine compositions can possess multiple optima. In addition, its physical meaning 
could be translated to the behavior of neuron cell, which means that the output range of (0, 1) could 
be expressed as the probability that 1 stand for True and 0 stand for False. Besides the advantages 
listed above, it has its own defect as a gradient vanishing problem. When 𝑥𝑥 → ±∞, the derivative of 
it would also approach 0.  

In addition, there are other frequently used activation functions, such as Tanh, LeakyReLU, and 
ELU. They all play important roles in different scenarios. As a matter of fact, the choice of activation 
functions has been one of the decisive factors for the performance of Deep Neural Networks as it 
brings non-linearity to them.  

 
2.1.1.3 Loss function 

The loss function acts as the objective of the optimization of neural networks. It maps a network 
evaluation to a real number, intuitively representing loss value. As the optimization of neural 
networks would seek to minimize a loss function, the prediction of the model becomes more accurate 
with the reduction of the loss. The later optimization process will calculate the bias generated from 
the loss function and feed it into gradients generation for the backpropagation algorithm and update 
the parameters in the network. The loss function of a neural network can be roughly divided into two 
categories: Regression loss and Classification loss. 

For classification loss, Cross-entropy Loss (CE) is a common choice for classification tasks [42]. 
As shown in equation 2-3, measures the performance of a classification model whose output is a 
probability value between 0 and 1. Cross-entropy loss increases as the predicted probability diverge 
from the actual label.  
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𝐻𝐻 = −
1
𝑁𝑁
�[𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖 + (1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖) log(1 − 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖)]
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

(2 − 3) 

where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of predictions generated from the dataset on all variables, and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the vector 
of ground truth values of the variable being predicted, while 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖 is the predicted values. 

For regression loss, the two most commonly used loss functions are Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 
and Mean Square Error (MSE). They are also called L1 loss and L2 loss. The definition of them is 
shown as the following equation: 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =
∑ |𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖|𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑁𝑁
(2 − 4) 

𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀 =
∑ (𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖)2𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑁𝑁
(2 − 5) 

MAE measures the average of the sum of absolute differences between predictions and ground 
truth values. It only takes the average magnitude of error irrespective of their direction into account. 
However, MSE measures the average squared difference between predictions and ground truth values. 
One thing they have in common is that they both measure the magnitude of error without considering 
their direction. While, due to squaring factor, predictions that are far away will be more penalized in 
MSE. 

 
2.1.1.4 Backpropagation Algorithm 

The Backpropagation Algorithm is one of the decisive factors to the success of Deep Neural 
Networks. Compared with ‘Forward propagate on,’ which calculates the results starting from the 
training data to the final prediction value of the neural network, Backpropagation is used for the 
optimization of the model. It is based on the ‘Chain rule’ of derivative, shown as equation 2-6.  

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

=
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓2
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓1

×
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓1
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

(2 − 6) 

where 𝜕𝜕  is a nested function that 𝜕𝜕 = 𝑓𝑓2(𝑓𝑓1(𝑥𝑥)) . In CNN, the derivative of loss of weights is 
calculated according to the chain rule. 

 
2.1.1.5 Optimization 

The optimization algorithm is the guidance for updating the weights of the neural network in 
order to achieve the optimal state defined by the objective function, which contains the set of data 
batch size, moving average, the learning rate, attenuation, and other strategies to speed up the 
optimization and iteration of the neural network [43]. During this process, the loss function and 
gradient guide the right direction for the optimizer to move forward [44]. 

Optimizers like SGD [45], RMSProp [46], SGD with Momentum [47], AdaGrad [48], and Adam 
[49] have shown significant ability to effectively decreasing the gradient in recent studies. Adam 
optimizer is the most popular one among them for its stability and adaptive feature.  
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Adam could be somehow regarded as a combination of RMSprop and SGD with momentum 
methods. It uses the squared gradients in the learning rate scaling just like RMSprop, while 
simultaneously taking advantage of the momentum with the moving average of the gradient other 
than the gradient itself [43, 49]. Furthermore, Adam is an adaptive learning rate method, and it 
computes learning rates for different parameters individually. It uses estimations of the first and 
second moments of the gradient to adapt the learning rate for each weight of the neural network [44]. 

 

2.1.2 Application in Fire Research Field 

As a type of novel technology in the Computer Vision field, deep learning also arouses the 
interest of researchers in other fields at the same time. Deep Learning was brought in this area with 
curiosity and excitement as a field where traditional manual feature extraction approaches are widely 
used. Many studies have achieved good results in some general tasks for fire research, such as fire 
detection, smoke detection, and fire prediction [6]. Some of them even greatly surpass the 
performance of traditional methods.  

 
2.1.2.1 Fire Detection 

As one of the inevitable themes of fire research, fire detection (sometimes referred to as flame 
detection or fire flame detection) is one of the first tasks that has already introduced Deep Learning. 
In [50], Xu et al. propose a fire detection method based on color features, wavelet analysis, and CNN. 
It is the first appearance of CNN in fire flame detection, and it was only used as a complementary 
method for decision making. After that, Zhong et al. in [51] propose a novel flame detection algorithm 
based on a Deep CNN. It achieves outstanding performance with an accuracy rate in experiments 
reaching 97.64% and far surpasses other methods. Then, Kim et al. [52] brought in Faster R-CNN 
for the same task and achieved a comparable accuracy with a much higher detection speed. Besides, 
Filonenko et al. propose a combination of a CNN and recurrent neural network (RNN) to detect the 
fire flame in space and time domains [24]. The CNN automatically builds the low-level features, 
whereas the RNN finds the relation between the features in different frames of the same event.  

 
2.1.2.2 Smoke Detection 

Smoke detection is another important task in the field of fire research. As smoke could 
sometimes not be visible to human eyes and cameras, and it would also appear earlier than fire flame, 
smoke detection has attracted many researchers' attention. It is also an area in Deep Learning that has 
been widely used. In [19], Zhang et al. propose a Dual-Channel Convolutional Neural Network (DC-
CNN) using transfer learning for detecting smoke images. Their network achieved detection of over 
99.33% on a publicly available dataset. Hu et al. brought in Spatio-Temporal CNN for a video smoke 
detection in [53]. Their model achieves a 97% detection rate with a 3.5% false alarm rate in a 
customed dataset. In addition, Yin et al. proposed a method based on RNN in [23]. They train the 
model to capture the space and motion context information in smoke videos.  The network model has 
a high performance achieving true positive rates of over 95% and true negative rates of over 97%. 
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2.1.2.3 Fire Prediction 

The prediction of the fire phenomenon is a crucial part of fire analysis, evacuation plan, and fire 
service decision-making. A variety of models have been built to monitor a sudden fire propagation 
called flashover. In [54], Fu et al. built a flashover prediction model, which can be used to warn 
firefighters before flashover occurs. Overall validation shows that their model's prediction accuracy 
is around 75%. Some researchers also tried to combine multiple factors with improving the 
performance of their model. In [55], Yap et al. introduce a model based on the Generalized Adaptive 
Resonance Theory (GART) neural network developed based on integrating Gaussian ARTMAP and 
the Generalized Regression Neural Network. Their model takes both temperature and Heat Release 
Rate (HRR) as input and gives binary prediction for flashover. Their model outperforms other 
networks and produces meaningful rules from data samples.  

The most related paper to our work is the one proposed by Yun et al. [56]. It is also an end-to-
end system for flashover prediction with image conversion. They focused on temperature analysis 
and applied Generative Adversarial Neural Networks for image conversion and enhancement, from 
RGB images to IR images. Then, they analyze the temperature variation only based on the 
information from converted IR images in several ranges and predict the flashover, which could be as 
early as 55 seconds before flashover occurs.  

 

2.2 Generative Adversarial Networks 
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) is a group of Deep Learning frameworks that were 

first introduced by Goodfellow et al. in 2014 [57].  It is applied as an unsupervised model, which 
opened up a new idea in the field of data generation. It could easily approach a specific distribution 
of the dataset given in the training process. In addition to the areas mentioned above, GANs have also 
been proved effective in supervised learning and semi-supervised learning, such as representation 
learning [58], image inpainting [59], neural style transfer [28, 60], and image super-resolution [61, 
62], etc. 

 

2.2.1 General Principle 

The GANs have two individual parts of neural networks, which are in an adversarial relationship. 
It is inspired by the two-person zero-sum game, and it can achieve the best generation effect by two 
networks confronting each other and achieving the Nash equilibrium in the training process. The two 
parts are called generator (G) and discriminator (D). Unlike other Neural Networks with a strict 
definition for network structure, GANs have no restriction in their early proposed time. Researchers 
are also diverging their thinking and have established various types of GANs for different scenarios. 
An example of the general architecture of GANs is shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1: The general architecture of GANs, and the principle of data process in it. 

In general, the generator 𝐺𝐺 aims to generate ‘fake’ data that fir the distribution of real data in the 
training set as much as possible, while for the discriminator 𝐷𝐷, it needs to distinguish the real data in 
training set with the ‘fake’ data generated by generator 𝐺𝐺. 

For the generator 𝐺𝐺, it starts with the random noise vector 𝑧𝑧. Those noises are usually set to 
follow the Gaussian or uniform distribution. Then the noise vector will be fed into generator 𝐺𝐺, and 
it will be mapped to a fake data sample  𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧). 𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧) is in data space, so generator 𝐺𝐺 is doing mapping 
work from noise sample space 𝑍𝑍 to data sample space 𝑋𝑋.   

While, for the discriminator 𝐷𝐷, it takes a pair of generated fake samples and real samples from 
the training set as input. The output of it will be the probability of the classification result of a 
generated fake sample that whether it is real or not. As a matter of fact, discriminator 𝐷𝐷 works as a 
binary classifier. It is also the state indicator for the optimization process of GANs. If the 
discriminator 𝐷𝐷 could exactly tell whether the data is a generated one or a real one, we would consider 
that the optimal state of GANs training is reached. Generator 𝐺𝐺 would also learn the distribution of 
real data at that time.  

As an unsupervised training process, the loss function of GANs contains Jensen-Shannon 
divergence between the real data distribution ℙ𝑟𝑟 and prior distribution ℙ𝑔𝑔. The overall loss function 
is shown as follow: 

min
𝐺𝐺

max
𝐷𝐷

𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~ℙ𝑟𝑟(𝑥𝑥)�log�𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥)�� + 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~ℙ𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)�log�𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥�)�� (2 − 7) 

where 𝑥𝑥 is sampled from the real data distribution ℙ𝑟𝑟(𝑥𝑥), and 𝑥𝑥� is sampled from the prior distribution 
ℙ𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) where Gaussian or uniform distribution is usually used. 𝔼𝔼(∙) is the mathematical expectation. 

Equation 2-7 is the objective for minimizing. It could be a deduction from mathematical 
principles that it will achieve its minimum value when: 

𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔∗(𝑥𝑥) =
ℙ𝑟𝑟(𝑥𝑥)

ℙ𝑟𝑟(𝑥𝑥) + ℙ𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)
(2 − 8) 

It is the optimal solution of discriminator 𝐷𝐷.  

Though it might seem to be easy and comfortable to optimize a GAN theoretically, the actual 
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operation process is often more complicated as it might quickly fail to be optimal when one part of 
the GAN is too strong and the other one is weak. As a matter of fact, we usually use an alternative 
training method. First, we fix 𝐺𝐺 and optimize 𝐷𝐷 for maximum discriminator accuracy. That is also 
called ‘buffer’ for  𝐷𝐷. Then, we fix 𝐷𝐷 and optimize 𝐺𝐺 to minimize discriminator accuracy. These two 
steps will alternate and only stops when ℙ𝑟𝑟 = ℙ𝑔𝑔. They form a close loop, and we will run this one 
until optimal.  

Since 2014 when GANs were introduced, researchers have highlighted improved ideas for all 
aspects of GAN, such as training stability and scope of application. Here we introduce one of the 
most used ideas in GAN improvement, and it is also related to our studies.  

To enhance the stability of GANs, Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [63] is proposed, and it solves 
the problem of training optimization easily with the modification of divergence. The Jensen-Shannon 
(JS) divergence of the objective function is a great choice to measure the divergence between 
distributions for most of the time. While, in some cases, the distribution of real data and prior (fake 
data) could have very little overlap. Furthermore, it could even be a constant in extreme cases and 
thus cause the gradient vanishing problem in the optimization process. The author of WGAN uses 
Earth-Mover (SM) distance instead of the JS divergence to evaluate the distance of distribution 
between real and the generated data, which could stabilize the optimization process. Compared with 
JS divergence, Wasserstein distance comes from the idea of measuring the distance on earth, which 
is more stable and avoids the gradient vanishing problem by still providing a meaningful gradient in 
the calculation. The equation for calculating Wasserstein distance is shown as follow: 

𝑊𝑊�ℙ𝑟𝑟 ,ℙ𝑔𝑔� = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝛾𝛾∈∏�ℙ𝑟𝑟,ℙ𝑔𝑔�

𝔼𝔼(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)~𝛾𝛾[‖𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦‖] (2 − 9) 

where ℙ𝑟𝑟 is the data distribution, ℙ𝑔𝑔 is the greatest lower bound for any transport plan in mathematic.  
∏�ℙ𝑟𝑟 ,ℙ𝑔𝑔� is the set of all joint distributions 𝛾𝛾(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦), whose marginals are ℙ𝑟𝑟 and ℙ𝑔𝑔. 

While the equation 2-9 might be perfect in mathematics. However, it is intractable for 
optimization usage. We can simplify it by using the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality, and it will 
become to equation 2-10 as follow: 

𝑊𝑊�ℙ𝑟𝑟 ,ℙ𝑔𝑔� = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
‖𝑓𝑓‖𝐿𝐿≤1

𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~ℙ𝑟𝑟[𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)]− 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~ℙ𝑔𝑔[𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)] (2 − 10) 

where 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠  is the least upper bound and  𝑓𝑓  is a 1-Lipschitz function following the constraint: 
|𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥1) − 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥2)| ≤ |𝑥𝑥1 − 𝑥𝑥2|. 

Conditional GAN (cGAN) [64] is another vital derivative of GANs as it provides an additional 
control factor for GANs.  An illustration of the cGAN structure is shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: An illustration of the cGAN structure, from [64]. 
The optimization loss function of cGAN is shown in the equation below. 

min
𝐺𝐺

max
𝐷𝐷

𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~ℙ𝑟𝑟(𝑥𝑥)�log�𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥|𝑦𝑦)�� + 𝔼𝔼𝑧𝑧~ℙ𝑧𝑧(𝑧𝑧) �log �1 − 𝐷𝐷�𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧|𝑦𝑦)��� (2 − 11) 

where 𝑥𝑥 is sampled from the real data distribution ℙ𝑟𝑟(𝑥𝑥), 𝑦𝑦  is the conditional variable and 𝑧𝑧  is 
sampled from the prior distribution ℙ𝑧𝑧(𝑧𝑧).  

The general structure is almost the same as the original GAN. At the same time, the introduction 
of conditional variable 𝑦𝑦 marks the start of modifying GANs for unsupervised learning to supervised 
and semi-supervised learning. It has inspired a lot of future works since then.  

 
2.2.2 GANs for Image Conversion 

Image conversion, sometimes also referred to as image transfer, is a type of task that deals with 
the conversion of image pairs from one to the other. An example of image conversion tasks is shown 
in Figure 2-3 below. 
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Figure 2-3: An example of image conversion tasks. (the first row) 
Researchers have made significant achievements in this field. This task can be roughly divided 

into two categories, depending on the conditions of input image pairs. If they are completely aligned, 
which means that the semantic of one pixel for one image is related to the corresponding pixels in the 
other one at the same location, it would be called paired or pixel-to-pixel (pix2pix) task. The image 
below shows a comparison of paired image conversion tasks and un-paired image conversion tasks. 

 

Figure 2-4: A comparison of paired and unpaired image conversion tasks, (left: paired conversion task; 
right: un-paired conversion task). 

For pix2pix tasks, cGAN is a typical choice for the GANs selection. An illustration of using 
cGAN in pix2pix tasks is shown in Figure 2-4 below. 

 

Figure 2-5: An illustration of using cGAN in pix2pix tasks, from [60]. 
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The conditional variable 𝑦𝑦 is a vital part of this system. As the path to introduce conditional 
information in the learning process, if we put suitable supervised information in this path, it should 
make the generator 𝐺𝐺 produce results similar to the conditional input.  

For the example in Figure 2-5, The discriminator, 𝐷𝐷, learns to classify between fake and real 
{edge, photo} tuples.  The generator, 𝐺𝐺, learns to fool the discriminator. Unlike unconditional GANs, 
both the generator and discriminator could observe the input edge map. 

Although cGAN has an excellent performance in the pix2pix task, when the input image pair is 
not strictly aligned, the image it generates will have serious problems, such as blurry and color shift.  
As a matter of fact, most of the data collected in the real world is not perfectly aligned, just like no 
one could find two same leaves on the tree. Though it might be alleviated by data preprocessing to 
some extent, researchers have proposed a new solution for these kinds of tasks, known as un-paired 
image conversion.  

DiscoGAN is one of the first new GAN structures proposed aiming to solve these tasks. It could 
successfully transfer style from one domain to another and, meanwhile, preserve other attributes in 
the background. 

 

Figure 2-6: Architecture of DiscoGAN, from [25]. 

Shown as the Figure 2-6 above, DiscoGAN has two generators 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ,  𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴  and two 
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discriminators 𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴, 𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴.  Generators 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 will translate the input 𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴 to 𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴, while Generators 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 will 
have an inverse process, that is, translate the input 𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 to 𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴. Then, the  𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 will be used to match 
the input 𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴 since they are in the same domain. The mathematical process of it is shown as follow: 

𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴) (2 − 12) 

𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴) = 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴)� (2 − 13) 

The mechanism that helps them succeed in those un-paired image conversion tasks is the loss 
function design. They introduce 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴, which is defined by the difference of reconstruction image 
in original domain and the original input image. The mathematical definition is shown as follows. 

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴 = 𝑖𝑖�𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴)�,𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴� (2 − 14) 

where 𝑖𝑖(∙) is a function that measures the distance between the reconstructed image and the original 
one. It could be a pixel difference. 

They add this 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴  to the optimization function of generator training. The loss of total 
generator and discriminator is formulated as follows. 

𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺 = 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴 + 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴 (2 − 15) 

𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷 = 𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (2 − 16) 

CycleGAN [28] is a further improved model for un-paired image conversion tasks based on 
DiscoGAN. It adopts GAN with a new type of loss called: cycle consistency loss. An illustration of 
CycleGAN architecture is shown in Figure 2-7. 

 

 

Figure 2-7: Architecture of CycleGAN, and a detailed version of forward and backward process of 
conversion between 2 domains, from [28]. 
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The cycle consistency loss of CycleGAN is similar to the reconstruction loss of DiscoGAN. For 
the mapping function G, the objective is expressed as follows. 

𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌,𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) = 𝔼𝔼𝑦𝑦~𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦)�log�𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌(𝑦𝑦)�� + 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥)[log(1 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌(𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥)))] (2 − 17) 

Thus, cycle consistency loss can be formulated as the following equation. 

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐(𝐺𝐺,𝜕𝜕) = 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥) ��𝜕𝜕�𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥)� − 𝑥𝑥�
1
� + 𝔼𝔼𝑦𝑦~𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦) ��𝐺𝐺�𝜕𝜕(𝑦𝑦)� − 𝑦𝑦�

1
� (2 − 18) 

Then, the overall loss function for generator and discriminator is: 

𝑅𝑅(𝐺𝐺,𝜕𝜕,𝐷𝐷𝑋𝑋 ,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌) = 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌 ,𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) + 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝜕𝜕,𝐷𝐷𝑋𝑋 ,𝑌𝑌,𝑋𝑋) + 𝜆𝜆𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐(𝐺𝐺,𝜕𝜕) (2 − 19) 

where 𝜆𝜆 is a parameter set for optimization.  

In order to further improve the image conversion quality for un-paired image conversion tasks, 
recent research introduces a method commonly used in Neural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. It 
is the Attention mechanism. The principle of the attention mechanism comes from human visual 
neurons. When the human eye views an object, although a large amount of object information is taken 
in, the human brain can freely choose the attention area. Only the visual information in the attendance 
area will be sent to the optic nerve cells to activate the neurons. This is also the reason why people 
are distracted. Inspired by this idea, researchers hope to use the attention mechanism to distinguish 
the transition areas that need to be focused, and at the same time, try to keep the non-key areas 
unchanged during the transition. Figure 2-8 shows the general architecture of their idea: Attention-
guided GAN (AGGAN).  

 

Figure 2-8: Architecture of AGGAN, from [65]. It uses foreground attention in the generation and 
reconstruction process. It uses pixel loss and cycle-consistency loss for loss function. 

The structure of the generator of AGGAN, 𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌  is similar to that of CycleGAN, while the 
difference is the output layer. Three original channels of output would remain the same as the content 
mask 𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦. And, there is another output channel that would go in Sigmoid activation function and form 
a vector called attention mask 𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦. Then, images 𝐺𝐺𝑦𝑦 will be generated following the equation below. 
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𝐺𝐺𝑦𝑦 = 𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦 × 𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦 + 𝑥𝑥 × �1 −𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦� (2 − 20) 

where 𝑥𝑥 is the input image from one domain. 

For the discriminator, they have two individual ones in this process. 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌 is similar to a normal 
discriminator as it would distinguish fake generated examples and real examples. 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴 is a brand new 
discriminator that takes the attention mask as conditional input. So, the input vector of 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴 should be 
[𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦,𝑦𝑦], which is a 4-dimension vector. Same as the CycleGAN, 𝐺𝐺𝑌𝑌→𝑋𝑋 , 𝐷𝐷𝑋𝑋 and 𝐷𝐷𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴 have a similar 
structure as 𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌, 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌 and 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴, while the input and output of them are swapped.  

Besides, they also introduce Attention-Guided Adversarial Loss 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴) in the loss 
function. It is an adversarial loss that takes the attention mask 𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦  as conditional input for better 
optimization. It could be expressed as the following equation. 

ℒ𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴) = 𝔼𝔼𝑦𝑦~𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦)�𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌��𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦,𝑦𝑦���
                                                                  +𝔼𝔼1−𝑦𝑦~𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥)�𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(1 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌��𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦,𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌(𝑥𝑥)��)� (2 − 21)

 

Then, they add it to the final loss function, and other parts are similar to CycleGAN. It could be 
formulated as equation 2-22. 

ℒ(𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌,𝐺𝐺𝑌𝑌→𝑋𝑋,𝐷𝐷𝑋𝑋 ,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌,𝐷𝐷𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴) = 𝜆𝜆𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁[ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌) + ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺𝑌𝑌→𝑋𝑋,𝐷𝐷𝑋𝑋) 

                                                            +ℒ𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴) + ℒ𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺𝑌𝑌→𝑋𝑋,𝐷𝐷𝑋𝑋𝐴𝐴)] 

                                     +𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 × ℒ𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌,𝐺𝐺𝑌𝑌→𝑋𝑋) 

                                    +𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 × ℒ𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋→𝑌𝑌,𝐺𝐺𝑌𝑌→𝑋𝑋) (2 − 22) 

where 𝜆𝜆𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁, 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐, 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 are parameters that set for optimization. 
 

2.3 Autoencoders 
Autoencoders (AE) [66] is a structure that contains encoder and decoder parts. Modern 

autoencoders are made of neural networks. Autoencoders are one of the earliest structures that are 
made to learn data coding in an unsupervised manner with efficiency. It could be briefly divided into 
three parts: input layers, hidden layers, and output layers. Autoencoders have been proved useful for 
various usage, including encoding and decoding, dimensionality reduction, and feature extraction. 
Researchers have also made significant progress and produced various variants such as Variational 
Autoencoder (VAE) [67], Adversarial Autoencoder (AAE) [68], Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) [69], 
etc. 

 

2.3.1 Autoencoders 

Figure 2-9 shows the structure of the most basic autoencoders. It starts with an input layer, then 
to a latent layer with a relatively low dimension, and then to the decoder structure to reconstruct the 
results. These kinds of hidden with low dimensions are also called ‘bottleneck.’ Autoencoder aims to 
minimize the difference or error between the input and reconstructed output.   
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Figure 2-9: The general architecture of autoencoders. 
Besides, there is another encoding method in the traditional mathematical area: Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) [70]. Autoencoders are closely related because they both can reduce 
dimensionality in an unsupervised manner. PCA could be regarded as an autoencoder that uses linear 
activation functions. Compared with PCA, autoencoders usually have better performance in feature 
extraction resulting from the attribute of deep neural networks. 

 
2.3.2 Variational Autoencoders 

Unlike AE for encoding and compression purposes, VAE [67] is made for a generative purpose. 
In order to be able to use the decoder of our autoencoder for generative purposes, the latent space 
needs to be regular enough. As a result, regularization is an essential part of the VAE. It needs to 
avoid overfitting problems and ensure that the latent space has good properties to enable the 
generative process. 

Since VAE is for generative purposes, the target of it should be changed to a fixed vector to a 
distribution 𝑠𝑠𝜃𝜃 . It could learn the prior 𝑠𝑠𝜃𝜃(𝑧𝑧), posterior 𝑠𝑠𝜃𝜃(𝑧𝑧|𝑥𝑥) and likelihood 𝑠𝑠𝜃𝜃(𝑥𝑥|𝑧𝑧) from the 
mapping of input to the latent space.  

For regularization term, it is expressed as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between 
posterior 𝑞𝑞𝜙𝜙(𝑧𝑧|𝑥𝑥) and the real distribution 𝑠𝑠𝜃𝜃(𝑧𝑧|𝑥𝑥), which is: 

𝐷𝐷𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 �𝑞𝑞𝜙𝜙(𝑧𝑧|𝑥𝑥)�𝑠𝑠𝜃𝜃(𝑧𝑧|𝑥𝑥)� (2 − 23) 
 

2.4 Attention Mechanism 
 
2.4.1 Origins of Attention Mechanism 
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Attention mechanism comes from the tasks in the NLP area. Its core logic is to change from 
focusing on everything to focusing only on the vital part, that is, picking the critical part. It comes 
from some state-of-the-art models in the NLP area. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers (BERT) [71] and Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) [72] are famous pre-
trained models proposed by Google. The same thing between those two models is that they all make 
use of the transformer part. Inside the transformer architecture, the attention mechanism is the core 
part that makes the transformer accurate and efficient for NLP tasks. 

Attention mechanisms have several significant advantages. The first one is fewer parameters. 
Compared with CNN and RNN, the model complexity would be minor, and the parameters are also 
fewer. Therefore, the computing costs would also be smaller. The second reason is that it is fast. 
Attention solves the problem that RNN cannot be calculated in parallel. Moreover, each step of the 
Attention mechanism does not depend on the calculation results of the previous step, so it can be 
processed in parallel like CNN, which could dramatically reduce the time cost. The third one is 
excellent performance in NLP tasks. Before the introduction of the Attention mechanism, there was 
a problem that everyone had been distressed: long-distance information will be weakened, just like a 
person with weak memory ability cannot remember the past. The emergence of the Attention 
mechanism perfectly solves this problem.  

There are three main components in the attention mechanism: Query (Q), Key (K), and Value 
(V). Key and Values come from the source. Query is the area that we are interested in, while Key and 
Values are pairs that are stored in Source where we are looking for additional information. This 
process could be regarded as looking for a book when we only know a topic that we are interested in. 
Values represent the books, and Keys are the ID numbers for them.  

After a brief idea of how the attention mechanism works, let us define it mathematically. Figure 
2-10 shows an example of Attention Value calculation with 4 Keys and Values. 

 

 

Figure 2-10: An example of Attention Value calculation. The Query calculates attention value with 4 
Keys and Values. 

It includes three steps. The first one is to calculate the similarity between Q and K to get the 
weights. There are several similarity calculation methods, including dot product (or matrix 
multiplication), cosine similarity, and simply splice them together, shown as the equation 2-24. 
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𝑠𝑠(𝑞𝑞,𝑘𝑘) = 𝑞𝑞𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘  

𝑠𝑠(𝑞𝑞,𝑘𝑘) =
𝑞𝑞𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘

‖𝑞𝑞‖ × ‖𝑘𝑘‖
 

𝑠𝑠(𝑞𝑞,𝑘𝑘) = 𝑊𝑊[𝑞𝑞; 𝑘𝑘] (2 − 24) 

While the weights calculated directly from the first step could not be put into further calculation 
because it has not yet been normalized, the goal of the second step is to do normalization for those 
results and get a usable weight for further process. A typical choice for it is the SoftMax function.  

 After that, we could calculate the weighted sum of the V and corresponding weights, as in the 
equation below. 

𝑀𝑀𝑁𝑁 = �𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 × 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

(2 − 25) 

Those are the three steps for attention value calculation. 
 
2.4.2 Attention in Computer Vision 

The success of the Transformer module in the NLP area has drawn the attention of researchers 
in the Computer Vision area. As attention mechanism also happens in visual aspects of human 
neurons, researchers are confident that the transformer module, especially the attention mechanism, 
would work in Computer Vision tasks, such as classification, detection, and segmentation. 

Attention module was first proposed in Computer Vision tasks in 2017 [27]. They took the idea 
of soft attention and built two types of self-attention modules in their works. Their structure is shown 
in Figure 2-11. 

 

Figure 2-11: Structure of 2 self-attention modules (left: Scaled Dot-Product Attention, Right: Multi-
Head Attention), from [27] 
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Scaled Dot-Product Attention is a typical example of a single-attention module. It performs 
attention with keys, values, and queries with the same and specific dimensions. The calculation could 
be formulated as below. 

Attention(𝑄𝑄,𝐾𝐾,𝑉𝑉) = 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 �
𝑄𝑄𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇

�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
�𝑉𝑉 (2 − 26) 

where 𝑄𝑄,𝐾𝐾,𝑉𝑉  are the matrices that queries, keys and values are packed up together. 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘  is the 
dimension of 𝐾𝐾.  

This attention module is formulated based on Dot-product attention. While they also added a 
scaling factor 1

�𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘
, which could dramatically alleviate the magnitude growth of 𝑄𝑄𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇, that could push 

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 function to regions with extremely small gradients [73].  

The second type of attention module is Multi-Head Attention. It is generally similar to Scaled 
Dot-Product Attention, while it performs the calculation in parallel. It first projects keys, values, and 
queries linearly. Then they perform the attention function in parallel. Finally, they concatenated and 
once again projected, resulting in final values, as depicted in Figure 2-12. The calculation process is 
shown in the equation below. 

MultiHead(𝑄𝑄,𝐾𝐾,𝑉𝑉) = Concat(ℎ𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖1, … ,ℎ𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖ℎ)𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂  

         where ℎ𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   = Attention�𝑄𝑄𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖
𝑄𝑄 ,𝐾𝐾𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖

𝐾𝐾,𝑉𝑉𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖
𝑉𝑉� (2 − 27) 

After the publication of this article, the application of the attention mechanism in the Computer 
Vision field has sprung up in recent years. Among these applications, the combination of attention 
mechanism and GANs is particularly outstanding. There are excellent works, such as Self-Attention 
GAN (SAGAN) [74], Attention-Guided GAN (AGGAN) [65]. Some of them even surpassed the 
state-of-the-art approaches in basic tasks in Computer Vision, such as classification, detection, and 
segmentation.  

 

2.5 Video Semantic Segmentation 
 

2.5.1 Image Semantic Segmentation 

As one of the fundamental tasks in the Computer Vision field, segmentation, especially semantic 
segmentation, plays a broad role in various applications, including scene understanding, medical 
image analysis, robotic perception, video surveillance, augmented reality, and image compression, 
among many others [75]. Numerous approaches have been developed, from the earliest methods, 
such as thresholding [76], histogram-based bundling, region-growing [77], and k-means clustering. 
Over the past few years, Deep Learning has yielded a new generation of segmentation with 
remarkable performance improvement.  

The image segmentation task could be formulated as a classification problem for pixels of 
semantic labels. It could perform pixel-level labeling with several categories. An example of semantic 
segmentation is shown in Figure 2-13. 
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Figure 2-12: Semantic segmentation results. For each image pair, the left one is the original image 
and the right one is the segmentation results.   

There are several categories of Deep Learning models proposed for semantic segmentation in 
recent years. Here we introduce some of them. 

The first approaches with Deep Learning for semantic segmentation are proposed by Long et al. 
in [78]. They called it a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN). Figure 2-13 shows that it only uses the 
convolutional layers to produce a segmentation map. They also modified the existing CNN models, 
such as VGG16 and GoogLeNet, to build a non-fixed input and output with fully convolutional layers.  

 

Figure 2-13: The structure of Fully Convolutional Network (FCN), from [78]. It only uses the 
convolutional layers to produce a segmentation map. They also modified the existing 
CNN models, such as VGG16 and GoogLeNet, to build a non-fixed input and output 
with fully convolutional layers 
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FCN is always considered a significant milestone for image segmentation, proving that Deep 
Neural Networks could be trained for end-to-end segmentation. While, as an old approach, it also has 
its shortcomings, such as it could be used for real-time inference, and it is also not efficient.  

Another popular family for image segmentation is encoder-decoder-based models. They are 
efficient for pixel-wise semantic segmentation. 

The deconvolution function was proposed in solutions for semantic segmentation tasks by Noh 
et al. in [79]. Their model consists of 2 parts. The first one is an encoder with convolutional layers 
adopted from VGG16 models. The second part is a deconvolutional network that generates a map 
prediction for pixel semantic. The deconvolution network is built of deconvolution and Unpooling 
layers, Shown in Figure 2-14. 

 

Figure 2-14: The structure of Deconvolutional semantic segmentation, from [79]. It consists of 2 parts. 
The first one is an encoder with convolutional layers adopted from VGG16 models. The 
second part is a deconvolutional network that generates a map prediction for pixel 
semantic. 

Pyramid network is also a typical structure in semantic segmentation models. Pyramid Scene 
Parsing Network (PSPNet) was developed by Zhao et al. in [80]. It uses a residual network (ResNet) 
as the backbone for feature extraction. These feature maps are then fed into a PSP module for pattern 
distinction in various scales, shown in Figure 2-15. 

 

Figure 2-15: The structure of Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet), from [80]. It uses a residual 
network (ResNet) as the backbone for feature extraction. These feature maps are then 
fed into a PSP module for pattern distinction in various scales. 
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They are then processed by 1 × 1 convolutional layers and concatenated together with the initial 
feature maps. This module could help in capturing both local and global context information in input 
images. Chen et al. proposed an attention mechanism that learns to softly weigh multi-scale features 
at each pixel location [81]. They use a state-of-the-art semantic segmentation model and train it with 
multi-scale images, shown in Figure 2-16. The attention module replaces the average and max-
pooling layers and outperforms them in accuracy.  

 

 

Figure 2-16: The structure of the Attention-based model for semantic segmentation, from [81]. The 
attention module here replaces the average and max-pooling layers and outperforms 
them in accuracy. 

Besides, there are also other popular modules for semantic segmentation models, such as 
regional convolutional network (R-CNN), Dilated convolution models, GAN-based models. 

 
2.5.2 Video Semantic Segmentation 

Video semantic segmentation is one of the extended tasks for image semantic segmentation. 
Video object segmentation is a type of semi-supervised problem, which means that only the correct 
segmentation mask of the first frame of the video is provided, and then the labeled target is segmented 
at the pixel level in each subsequent frame. It could also be regarded as a pixel-level target tracking 
problem to some extent.  It has many application scenarios, which make use of computers perceive 
and scenario understanding so that it is a crucial part of applications such as robot vision and 
autonomous driving. 

However, compared to a single image, it is easier for us to obtain video data, and the video data 
itself has strong frame redundancy and uncertainty. If we send the video directly to the image 
segmentation frame by frame in the model, it will inevitably bring much computational overhead. 
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Moreover, due to changes in the moving objects in the scene will also cause instability of the 
segmentation results. For example, the previous frame of an object is category A. However, suddenly 
when it reaches the middle few frames and becomes category B, there is a phenomenon of 
inconsistent semantic categories inside the object. Therefore, the current main research focus of video 
semantic segmentation could roughly be divided into two directions: the first is how to use the timing 
information between video frames to improve the accuracy of image segmentation, and the second is 
how to use the similarity between frames to reduce the model computational costs and increases the 
speed and throughput of the model. Later we are going to introduce related works in those two 
categories.  

Netwarp module was first proposed for accuracy improvement in the video semantic 
segmentation area in [82]. The primary function of the Netwarp module is to use optical flow to move 
the features of the previous frame to the current frame, and then it helps in feature enhancement. The 
optical flow is defined as the vector of the corresponding pixel movement between two images. This 
structure can be inserted between frames of the video, as shown in Figure 2-17. 

 

Figure 2-17: The structure of Netwarp, from [82]. The optical flow is defined as the vector of the 
corresponding pixel movement between two images. The primary function of the 
Netwarp module is to use optical flow to move the features of the previous frame to the 
current frame, and then it helps in feature enhancement. 

The input of the model is two consecutive frames, (𝑡𝑡 − 1) represents the previous frame, and 𝑡𝑡 
represents the current frame. The first step is to calculate the optical flow 𝜕𝜕𝑐𝑐  , the optical flow 
calculation is in the form of offline, that is, each optical flow is calculated in advance. Then they send 
the optical flow and two frames of images to a module called Transform Flow. This module is 
composed of a small fully convolutional network module. It is designed to supplement the optical 
flow information with image information, as shown in Figure 2-18.  
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Figure 2-18: The structure of the entire network for semantic segmentation, from [82]. It takes two 
consecutive frames as input and calculate the optical flow offline. Then they send the 
optical flow and two frames of images to a module called Transform Flow. This module 
is composed of a small fully convolutional network module. 

And then, they use the flow of transform to warp the feature of the previous frame to the current 
frame (the specific implementation of warp is to use bilinear difference operation based on the current 
frame find in the corresponding feature points of the previous frame from the optical flow 
information). Finally, the information of the current frame and previous frames' information are 
combined to obtain the final feature representation. The results of this network surpass PSPNet in 
segmentation precision.  

Besides, there are also works related to it, such as the Spatio-Temporal Transformer GRU 
module [83]. It uses information from multiple frames to improve the precision of segmentation. 

For the models that aim to reduce computational costs, Deep Feature Flow is a typical example 
of them. It is proposed in [84]. The article's starting point is that the difference between frames of 
deep features in the video is relatively small. Furthermore, the time and computational cost of 
acquiring deep features are extremely large for each frame (especially in some deep networks). Thus, 
they consider using optical flow to warp the previous features to the current frame, thereby reducing 
the amount of calculation. The structure of it is shown in Figure 2-19. 
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Figure 2-19: The structure of the entire network of Deep Feature Flow, from [84]. Here, optical flow 
is used to warp the previous features to the current frame, thereby reducing the amount of 
calculation. 

First, a frame will be selected as a key frame. Here, the key frame means it would get the deep 
feature through the entire network. For the other frames, it will calculate the optical flow between 
them and the key frame by their difference. Then they use optical flow to warp the deep feature of 
the key frame to the current frame to obtain the segmentation result of the current frame and obtain 
the loss for back transmission. Here, the key frame selection is fixed, and every k frame is selected 
as the key frame. Since the optical flow network is relatively shallow and the amount of calculation 
is much smaller than that of the segmentation network, it can significantly increase the speed of 
segmentation. 

As a pioneering work in the acceleration of video semantic segmentation, it has inspired a lot of 
work, such as Low-Latency Video Semantic Segmentation [85] and TD-Net [29]. We choose TD-
Net as our model for Video Semantic Segmentation.  

 

2.6 Video Prediction 
Video prediction is defined as a self-supervised learning task. It also demonstrated potential 

capabilities for extracting meaningful representations of the patterns in videos. Despite the fact that 
Video prediction tasks would be easy for humans with additional physical knowledge, it is still highly 
challenging to the deep learning algorithm. Some of the factors that contribute to such complexity 
are occlusions, camera movement, lighting conditions, clutter, or object deformations [86]. Figure 
2-20 shows an example of video prediction tasks. 
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Figure 2-20: An example of a video prediction task, from [86]. The network would give predicted 
frames based on context frames. 

In fact, what made the deep architectures take a leap over the traditional approaches is their 
ability to learn adequate representations from high-dimensional data in an end-to-end fashion without 
hand-engineered features [87]. Deep-learning-based models could perfectly predict diagram because 
it enables the extraction of meaningful Spatio-temporal correlations from video data in a self-
supervised manner. 

 
2.6.1 Approaches in Video Prediction 

There are three types of building blocks in video prediction models: CNN, RNN, and Generative 
models.  

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) based model is a typical choice to efficiently model the 
spatial structure of images [88]. The short-range inter-frame dependencies are limited for 
convolutional operations due to their limited receptive fields, which are determined by the kernel size. 
Researchers have come up with ideas to circumvent it. They are: stacking more convolutional layers 
[59], increasing the kernel size, (3) linearly combining multiple scales [89] as in the reconstruction 
process of a Laplacian pyramid [90], (4) using dilated convolutions to capture long-range spatial 
dependencies [91], (5) enlarging the receptive fields [92, 93]. The process of a Laplacian pyramid is 
shown in Figure 2-21 below.  

 

Figure 2-21: An illustration of the process of the Laplacian pyramid, from [90]. It takes a noise sample 
as input and feed it into a generative model. his process repeats across two subsequent 
levels to create a final sample.  

It starts with a noise sample 𝑧𝑧3 and uses a generative model 𝐺𝐺3 to generate 𝐼𝐼3.  It is then up-
sampled and used as the conditioning variable 𝑙𝑙2 for the next level generative model, 𝐺𝐺2.  𝐺𝐺2 would 
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then generates a different image ℎ�3 together with another noise sample 𝑧𝑧2. After that, ℎ�3 is added to 
𝑙𝑙2 to create 𝐼𝐼2.  This process repeats across two subsequent levels to create a final sample 𝐼𝐼0 with full 
resolution. 

Another popular choice of model basis for video prediction is RNN. Unlike CNN, Recurrent 
models were specifically designed to model a Spatio-temporal representation of sequential data such 
as video sequences, which makes it suitable for video prediction tasks. There are already lots of works 
with Vanilla RNN in video predictions [88, 94, 95, 96]. There are also excellent works with extended 
RNN models, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [97] and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [98]. 
Shi et al. introduced the LSTM-based models to the image space and proposed the ConvLSTM model 
in [95]. The process of encoding and inference is shown in Figure 2-22. 

 

Figure 2-22: An illustration of ConvLSTM encoding and inference process, from [95]. It starts the 
encoding from input layer by layer with the ConvLSTM module. Then the encoded 
information will be copied to the corresponding layers in Forecasting Network. After 
that, a prediction would be generated. 

It starts the encoding from input layer by layer with the ConvLSTM module. Then the encoded 
information will be copied to the corresponding layers in Forecasting Network, which has the same 
layer structure as Encoding Network. After that, a prediction would be generated by gathering all 
information from each Forecasting layer.  

The third choice of model basis for video prediction is generative models. Unlike discriminative 
models, generative models learn the potential distribution of individual classes. In the context of 
video prediction, generative models are mainly used to deal with future uncertainty, as they could 
generate a broad spectrum of feasible predictions rather than a single outcome. 

VAE is an example of them. In the video prediction context, VAEs are the basic module of many 
probabilistic models dealing with future uncertainty [99, 100, 101, 102]. Although these variational 
approaches are capable of generating various plausible outcomes, the predictions are sometimes 
blurrier compared to models with GANs. Additional methods like adversarial training are proposed 
in models with VAEs to solve this problem. The prediction process is shown in Figure 2-23. 
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Figure 2-23: An illustration of the prediction process by GANs, from [101]. It starts with a 
probabilistic motion encoder that encodes the input frames. Then, the feature maps 
would be fed into Future-frame Generator and Future-flow Generator for visual frame 
and optical flow information. The optical flow would be fed into Flow Warping Layer 
for final prediction.  

It starts with a probabilistic motion encoder that encodes the input frames. This encoder is also 
equipped with Conv-LSTM to improve the sampling process. Then, the feature maps would be fed 
into Future-frame Generator and Future-flow Generator, generating the visual frame and optical flow 
information at the same time, then the visual prediction would be fed into Flow Estimator with the 
original input frames to estimate another optical flow. While, at the same time, the generated optical 
flow would be processed in Flow Warping Layer with 2D Spatial Transformation for a final 
prediction of future frames.  

In addition to VAE, GANs have been a more popular choice in video prediction as generative 
models these years, as it has been proved to be state-of-the-art in various tasks of other fields. It has 
already been the backbone network for many video prediction studies [89, 96, 103]. However, GANs-
based models often suffer from random noise issues, such as Gaussian noise, as they are 
unconditioned. AMC-GAN was proposed to solve these problems. The architecture of it is shown in 
Figure 2-24.  
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Figure 2-24: An illustration of AMC-GAN structure, from [104]. It consists of two parts. The first 
part uses an encoder-decoder structure with Conv-LSTM to generate the prediction 
frames with Label Velocity. The second part takes the original input frames as well as 
the generated predictions in the first part as input and generates rank 

It consists of two parts. The first part uses an encoder-decoder structure with Conv-LSTM to 
generate the prediction frames with Label Velocity. The second part takes the original input frames 
as well as the generated predictions in the first part as input and generates rank, appearance, and 
motion prediction information separately by individual discriminators. It could somehow alleviate 
the problem of an unconditioned situation.  

Compared with CNN and RNN models, generative models show a more significant potential for 
visually plausible and highly diverse predictions. That is also why we chose a generative model for 
our Video Prediction Module. 
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Chapter 3. Flame and Smoke Analysis 
System 

In order to provide analysis for flame and smoke with high accuracy, we propose an RGB 
image-based Flame and Smoke Analysis System for real-time analysis. A detailed structure of our 
system is shown in Figure 3-1, which is a detailed version of Figure 1-2.  

 

Figure 3-1: A detailed structure of our system. First, the Color2IR Conversion module converts RGB 
video frames into InfraRed (IR) frames. Next, Video Semantic Segmentation Module 
helps extract flame and smoke areas from the scene. After that, a Video Prediction Module 
takes the RGB video frames and IR frames as input and produces predictions of the 
subsequent frames of their scenes. Finally, a Fire Knowledge Analysis Module predicts if 
flashover is coming or not 

It consists of 4 modules, which finish their tasks and collaborate to generate a reliable analysis 
result. First, the Color2IR Conversion module converts RGB video frames into InfraRed (IR) frames, 
providing crucial thermal information of fire. Next, Video Semantic Segmentation Module helps 
extract flame and smoke areas from the scene in the RGB video frames. After that, a Video Prediction 
Module takes the RGB video frames and IR frames as input and produces predictions of the 
subsequent frames of their scenes. Finally, a Fire Knowledge Analysis Module predicts if flashover 
is coming or not, based on fire knowledge criteria such as thermal information extracted from IR 
images, temperature increase rate, the flashover occurrence temperature, and increase rate of lowest 
temperature. 

In the following sub-chapter, we will introduce the details of the four modules one by one.  
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3.1 Color2IR Conversion Module 
As one of the most crucial sub-modules in our system, Color2IR Conversion aims to provide 

corresponding IR images that could tell temperature from a visual image captured from a standard 
camera that could be taken into fire rescue with firefighters. 

Another reason for its importance is that it helps transform an image from the visual domain to 
the temperature domain. That is an excellent expansion of input information, especially for fire 
research, which is very sensitive to temperature information. As a matter of fact, temperature 
information, whether captured from a single censor as curve data that varies with time, or captured 
from IR cameras that tell the temperature of a specific region, has been the foundation of various fire 
research works from past to nowadays. Though some other parameters could provide similar or even 
slightly better support for fire analysis, like HRR and flame height, the temperature remains the 
leading one. It could be further analyzed to generate more parameters.  

We choose GAN and Attention mechanism as the basis of this sub-module because of high 
performance on other existing image-related tasks, such as style transfer and image super-resolution. 
Another part of the reason is the dataset. We have extra image data from room fire tests without 
flashover, which could help to increase the size of the dataset to train this sub-module.  

A general process of this sub-module is shown in Figure 3-2. The input videos would be cut 
into frames and processed as an individual unit. Besides, the images of input and output also represent 
different types of information. So, it is a kind of cross-domain image transfer task defined in the 
Computer Vision field.  

 

 

Figure 3-2: An illustration of the process of Color2IR Conversion. This module takes RGB videos as 
input and produces IR frames sequences.  

Furthermore, the resolution of visual and IR images could be different, as vision ones could 
easily reach over 4K resolution (3840 × 2160) and top-tier IR cameras are still below HD resolution 
(1280 × 720). Besides, as the vision and IR cameras could not be placed in the same area in tests 
and experiments, the view angles of the corresponding images are quite different. Thus, the image 
pairs become unaligned, also defined as ‘un-paired’ in Computer Vision tasks.  

 
3.1.1 Architecture 
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Figure 3-3: An illustration of DAGAN architecture. ‘Red ×’ stands for multiplication of matrices, 
‘Red +’ denotes the sum of matrices, and ‘Red Softmax’ are the Softmax activation 
function. ‘Red Loss’ is the Cycle-Consistency Loss inspired by CycleGAN, which is only 
part of our Loss design for DAGAN.  

In order to solve the problems listed above, we proposed a novel structure of deep neural 
networks: Dual-Attention GAN (DAGAN). It is optimized for the Color2IR Conversion task in our 
system. The architecture of DAGAN is illustrated in Figure 3-3. Detailed information for Loss design 
is illustrated in Chapter 3.1.2. 

The overall structure of DAGAN is a loop or cycle inspired by the success of CycleGAN in un-
paired image conversion. The generation and reconstruction of images use the same parts and 
processes while trained individually in generation and reconstruction. Besides, several types of loss 
functions are used in the optimization process for a better conversion result.  

The input images of DAGAN are the sequences cut from the visual videos of fire scenes in the 
dataset, which is denoted as 𝑥𝑥 in Figure 3-3. There is no restriction for the Frame Per Second (FPS), 
as someone might have relatively low computational capability hardware and would like to convert 
them for real-time usage.  

Then, the input 𝑥𝑥 will be fed into our generator 𝐺𝐺1, which consists of an encoder 𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸1 and two 
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mask generators: 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹1 and 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴1. 𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸1 is a parameter-sharing encoder to generate low-level feature maps. 

While 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹1 is a content mask generator that helps in generating a set of masks �𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑓�𝑓𝑓=1
𝑁𝑁−1

, that contains 
(𝑁𝑁 − 1) sets of the content feature that captured from the encoder 𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸1.  

Unlike 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹1, 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴1 is a generator for attention mechanism, which aims to provide attention-level 
feature maps from the encoded information. It is also one of the key components that enable DAGAN 
for excellent performance. The direct output of 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴1  is then processed by a Softmax activation 
function to change the scope of mapping. Then, it would produce two types of attention masks 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥

𝑓𝑓 
and 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏, which are classified from the range of (0,1) in the output, for example, 1 represents positive, 
and 0 represents negative. It follows the definition of the self-attention mechanism proposed in 
previous works. It is simple but super effective. The foreground attention mask and background 
attention mask enable DAGAN to be distinct from the foreground and background of the images, 
which could help solve background blurry and foreground color drift. So, the two attention mask 

generators would produce a total number of 𝑁𝑁  attention masks: [�𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑓�𝑓𝑓=1
𝑁𝑁−1

,𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏] in the generation 

process. There is only one background attention mask 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 and there is a set of (𝑁𝑁 − 1) foreground 

masks �𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑓�𝑓𝑓=1
𝑁𝑁−1

. This is because the foreground is rather important than the background information. 
The amount of information in the foreground is also more than that of the background, as defined by 
the attention mask generator. This also allows the process of foreground context and background 
context independently.  

After that, foreground information and background information extracted from input 𝑥𝑥 will be 

processed independently. For the foreground information, foreground attention masks �𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑓�𝑓𝑓=1
𝑁𝑁−1

 
would be used to generate the foreground content by combing the set of content masks in earlier steps. 
At the same time, the background attention mask would help keep a clean and tidy background of 
generated images by combing it with original input 𝑥𝑥. The final generated image 𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) would be the 
sum of the two content images selected from extracted feature maps by our attention mechanism. It 
is calculated as the formula below. 

𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) = ��𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑓 × 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥

𝑓𝑓� + 𝑥𝑥 ×
𝑁𝑁−1

𝑓𝑓=1

𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 (3 − 1) 

That is the end of the generation loop and also the start of the reconstruction loop. The basic 
idea of loop structure is that we should go back to where we start if we walk in a loop. It also works 
for the image conversions as the loop conversion should make the reconstruction back into the same 
domain as the input 𝑥𝑥. The reconstruction process is similar to the generation process in structure, 
while the training process would be independent. Let  

𝑦𝑦 = 𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) (3 − 2) 

And we will have an equation that describes corresponding attention masks and content masks 
in the reconstruction process in a way that is similar to the generation process. That equation is shown 
as equation 3-3 below. 
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𝐺𝐺2(𝑦𝑦) = ��𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦
𝑓𝑓 × 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦

𝑓𝑓� + 𝑦𝑦 ×
𝑁𝑁−1

𝑓𝑓=1

𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦𝑏𝑏 (3 − 3) 

The only difference between them is that the foreground and background areas for 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 
would be different as they are from different domains.  

In this way, we could finally form a closed-loop for the DAGAN process, starting from the input 
𝑥𝑥 to the reconstruction of 𝐺𝐺2(𝑦𝑦) or, in other words, 𝐺𝐺1(𝐺𝐺2(𝑥𝑥)) if we take the equation 3-2 into it. The 
process of the loop is shown below.  

𝑥𝑥 → 𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) → 𝐺𝐺2(𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥)) ≈ 𝑥𝑥 (3 − 4) 

where 𝑥𝑥 stands for the input image in vision domain, 𝐺𝐺1 and 𝐺𝐺2 are generators mentioned above. 

If we take the process denoted in equation 3-3 into it, the detailed calculation process should be: 

𝐺𝐺2(𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥)) =  ��𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦
𝑓𝑓 × 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦

𝑓𝑓� + 𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) ×
𝑁𝑁−1

𝑓𝑓=1

𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦𝑏𝑏 ≈ 𝑥𝑥 (3 − 5) 

For another direction of the loop that starts from the image in the IR domain: 
𝑦𝑦 → 𝐺𝐺1(𝑦𝑦) → 𝐺𝐺2(𝐺𝐺1(𝑦𝑦)) ≈ 𝑦𝑦

𝐺𝐺2(𝐺𝐺1(𝑦𝑦)) =  ��𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦
𝑓𝑓 × 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦

𝑓𝑓� + 𝐺𝐺2(𝑦𝑦) ×
𝑁𝑁−1

𝑓𝑓=1

𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦𝑏𝑏 ≈ 𝑦𝑦 (3 − 6) 

where 𝑦𝑦 stands for the input image in IR domain, 𝐺𝐺1 and 𝐺𝐺2 are generators mentioned above. 

In addition, there are two types of discriminators in DAGAN. The first type is the discriminators 
𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1 and 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2, They are vanilla discriminators that aim to distinguish the generated images 𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) and 
real images 𝑦𝑦 or 𝐺𝐺2(𝑦𝑦) and 𝑥𝑥.  

We also proposed a brand-new type of discriminator, which is the second type of discriminator. 
They are 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴1 and 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴2. They are attention discriminators capable of taking both images and feature 
maps generated by the attention mask generator as input. As we have generated a total number of 𝑁𝑁 
attention masks in the generation process. Let 

𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥 = ��𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑓�𝑓𝑓=1
𝑁𝑁−1

,𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏� (3 − 7) 

And we make a concatenation of it with the generated images 𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) and real images 𝑦𝑦. So, it 
should be 

𝑀𝑀1𝑦𝑦 = [𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥 ,𝑦𝑦],    𝑀𝑀1𝑥𝑥 = [𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥,𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥)] (3 − 8) 

Then, the attention discriminator would take 𝑀𝑀1𝑦𝑦 or 𝑀𝑀1𝑥𝑥 as input and will try to distinguish the 
generated images with attention masks 𝑀𝑀1𝑥𝑥 and the real images with attention masks 𝑀𝑀1𝑦𝑦. 

 
3.1.2 Loss function  
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The loss function is also the optimization target of neural networks. Building a brand-new neural 
network is just half of success, even if it has excellent design. Another part of our contribution to 
DAGAN is the design of loss functions for it. There are several parts of loss function for DAGAN, 
and we are going to introduce them one by one.  

There is no doubt that the first part of the loss function is an adversarial loss, the same as vanilla 
GAN, which is formulated as the equation below. 

ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺1,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1) = 𝔼𝔼𝑦𝑦~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦)[log(𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1(𝑦𝑦))] + 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥) �log �1 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1�𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥)��� (3 − 9) 

In this optimization process, generator 𝐺𝐺 tries to minimize the adversarial loss: ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺1,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌), 
while 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1 tries to maximize it at the same time. The target of 𝐺𝐺1 is to generate an image 𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) that 
is similar to the images from domain Y, while 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1 aims to distinguish between the generated images 
𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) and the real images 𝑦𝑦.  

Similar to the relationship between equation 3-4 and equation 3-6 that lasted above, there is a 
similar process for the generator 𝐺𝐺2 and discriminator 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2. Their adversarial loss is defined as the 
equation below. 

ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺2,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2) = 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥)[log(𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2(𝑥𝑥))] + 𝔼𝔼𝑦𝑦~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦) �log �1 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2�𝐺𝐺2(𝑦𝑦)��� (3 − 10) 

where 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2 tries to distinguish between the generated image 𝐺𝐺2(𝑦𝑦) and the real image 𝑥𝑥.  

As a network with loop structure, there is also loop loss or cycle loss in DAGAN, as denoted in 
Figure 3-2 as a red dotted line between original input 𝑥𝑥 and reconstruction result 𝐺𝐺1(𝐺𝐺2(𝑥𝑥)). The 
cycle-consistency loss in DAGAN is formulated as the equation below. 

ℒ𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝐺𝐺1,𝐺𝐺2) = 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥)[‖𝐺𝐺2(𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑥𝑥)‖1] + 𝔼𝔼𝑦𝑦~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦)[‖𝐺𝐺1(𝐺𝐺2(𝑦𝑦) − 𝑦𝑦)‖1] (3 − 11) 

where the reconstruction result 𝐺𝐺2�𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥)� is closely related to input 𝑥𝑥 in pixel level and 𝐺𝐺1�𝐺𝐺2(𝑦𝑦)� 
should match the input of 𝑦𝑦 under similar circumstances. Here L1 loss is used to measure the image 
difference in pixel level.  

Besides, we also use pixel loss in DAGAN in order to constrain the generator without 
discriminator information at the pixel level. It could be formulated as follow. 

ℒ𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝐺𝐺1,𝐺𝐺2) = 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥)[‖𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑥𝑥‖1] + 𝔼𝔼𝑦𝑦~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦)[‖𝐺𝐺2(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑥𝑥‖1] (3 − 12) 

Here, we also use the L1 loss for pixel-level measurement. It is also called identity loss in 
CycleGAN.  

Another type of loss that we also introduce is Attention Adversarial loss in AGGAN. The 
original idea is similar to the formation of adversarial loss shown in equations 3-7 and 3-8. Besides, 
we also modified it to fit the dual-attention mechanism in DAGAN. Thus, this loss comes from the 
attention discriminator 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴1 and 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴2 and the generator 𝐺𝐺1 and 𝐺𝐺2. It could be formulated as the 
equation below. 

ℒ𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺1,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴1) = 𝔼𝔼𝑦𝑦~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦)�log(𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1�𝑀𝑀1𝑦𝑦�)� + 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥~𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥)�log�1 − 𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1(𝑀𝑀1𝑥𝑥)�� (3 − 13) 

where 𝑀𝑀1𝑦𝑦 = [𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦],    𝑀𝑀1𝑥𝑥 = [𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥 ,𝐺𝐺1(𝑥𝑥)] as illustrated in equation 3-8.  
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This kind of loss could help form a stable attention mask in the training process as the attention 
mask generation is unsupervised, which means we have not put any annotations on the image pairs 
in the training set.  

Besides all the losses listed above, we also propose a new loss in DAGAN to improve the 
stability and performance of attention masks. 

We call it attention loss. Unlike the attention adversarial loss that uses the complementary 
information from generated images and ground truth, this is a pure attention loss that only uses the 
information in generated attention masks. It aims to solve the problem that attention masks could 
easily saturate to 1, which would ruin the foreground and background content generation. The 
attention loss is shown in the equation below. 

ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐(𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥) = � |𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑤𝑤 + 1,ℎ, 𝑐𝑐) − 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑤𝑤,ℎ, 𝑐𝑐)| + |𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑤𝑤,ℎ + 1, 𝑐𝑐) − 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑤𝑤, ℎ, 𝑐𝑐)|
𝑊𝑊,𝐻𝐻

𝑤𝑤,ℎ=1

(3 − 14) 

where, 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥 is the attention mask for calculation. 𝑊𝑊 and 𝐻𝐻 is the width and height dimensions of 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥.  

Thus, we could finally get our loss function for DAGAN optimization by piecing them all 
together with their independent weights. The loss function of DAGAN is formulated as follows. 

ℒ𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 = 𝜆𝜆𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 × ℒ𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 × ℒ𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝜆𝜆𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 × ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 + 𝜆𝜆𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 × (ℒ𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 + ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁)
= 𝜆𝜆𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 × ℒ𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝐺𝐺1,𝐺𝐺2)
+𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 × ℒ𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝐺𝐺1,𝐺𝐺2)

+𝜆𝜆𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 × �ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺1,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌1) + ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺2,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌2) + ℒ𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺1,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴1) + ℒ𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺2,𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌𝐴𝐴2)�

     +𝜆𝜆𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 × �ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐(𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥) + ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐�𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦�� (3 − 15)
    

 

where 𝜆𝜆𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 10, 𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 1, 𝜆𝜆𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 = 0.5, 𝜆𝜆𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 = 1 × 10−6 in our setup.   
 

3.2 Video Semantic Segmentation Module 
Besides the Color2IR Conversion module, another sub-module that links to the input images is 

Video Semantic Segmentation Module. It is used to generate semantic and area information for the 
input videos for fire scenes. There is no doubt that humanity is capable of recognizing fire and smoke 
patterns easily in most cases. At the same time, the situation for firefighters is quite different.  

Unlike a house with good lighting conditions and walkways in a normal situation, firefighters 
usually face a super dark room with hot gases around them. That will dramatically increase the 
difficulty of flame and smoke recognizing. In addition, the information captured by un-trained 
humans is usually in a low level, which means it could be incorrect in the next few seconds as fire is 
developing and not useful for the setting of the rescue plan for firefighters. Though many types of 
fire alarm censors are already equipped in the room, they could only provide point and curve data, 
which are simple variations like temperature. Plus, we could not figure out the exact location for them. 
As a result, those censors could only be used for early alarm in the house or department instead of 
developing fire scenes. 
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Segmentation is one of the traditional image processing tasks for deep neural networks. Different 
structures of neural networks have been proposed with high accuracy and speed. So, they are also a 
good choice for our smoke and flame segmentation tasks.  

As a matter of fact, processing of flame and smoke from videos usually requires providing real-
time video semantic segmentation results for input videos. It requires both accuracy in segmentation 
and speed in processing. TD-Net [29] is a type of neural network for video semantic segmentation 
that is made of efficient networks, which are smaller in network structure and number of parameters. 
While, at the same time, it could provide segmentation results as accurate as those ‘heavy’ networks. 
This is also the reason why we chose TD-Net for our Video Semantic Segmentation Module. 

The idea of TD-Net is inspired by Group Convolution, which shows that extracting features with 
separated filter groups instead of only one will allow for a better model parallelization and help learn 
better representations. In other words, it indicated that features extracted from a particular high-level 
layer of a very deep CNN could be approximated by composing features extracted from several 
shallower sub-networks. The sub-networks design and Attention Propagation Module (APM) are the 
core of TD-Net, contributing to the fast and consistent segmentation results. An illustration of the 
detailed structure of TD-Net is shown in Figure 3-4.  

 

Figure 3-4: An illustration of the detailed structure of TD-Net, from [29]. It takes 4 frames as input 
and gives segmentation results based on them. TD-Net takes advantage of the information 
between frames for a better segmentation result.  

There are two phases in this process. The first one is the Encoding Phase. This part is used to 
generate feature maps that are further used in the later phase. To be specific, it extracts Value feature 
maps which are path-specific, and Query and Key maps for across-frames correlations between pixels. 
They calculate the attention from Value, Query, and Key as a self-attention mechanism formulated 
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as the equation below. 

𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑝𝑝 = 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 �
𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇

�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
� (3 − 16) 

where 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 is the dimension of 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐 and 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝. 

Then, they merged those feature maps together at current frames, and previous (𝑖𝑖− 1) frames 
as follow: 

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐′ = 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 + � 𝜙𝜙�𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑝𝑝𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝�
𝑐𝑐−1

𝑝𝑝=𝑐𝑐−𝑚𝑚+1

(3 − 17) 

With this self-attention mechanism, they could capture the non-local correlation between pixels 
across frames effectively. Then they also use downsampling to reduce the computation costs for it.  

Next, in the segmentation phase, they propose a propagation approach that measures the 
attention of 𝑖𝑖 neighboring frames. It is formulated as the following. 

𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝′ = 𝜙𝜙�𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 �
𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇

�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
� 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝−1′ � + 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 (3 − 18) 

where 𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐, 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 and 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 is the downsampled version of 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐, 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 and 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝.  

Then the final feature representative at frame 𝑡𝑡 is computed as: 

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐′ = 𝜙𝜙�𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 �
𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐−1𝑇𝑇

�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
�𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐−1′ � + 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 (3 − 19) 

And the segmentation maps are generated by the equation as follows. 

𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 = 𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚(𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚′ ) (3 − 20) 

where 𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚 is the final prediction layer of sub-networks 𝑖𝑖. 

Besides, they also use a Grouped Knowledge Distillation mechanism to enhance the sub-feature 
maps in the full feature space. The loss function is illustrated in equation 3-21. 

ℒ = 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀�𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆(𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖′,𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡)� + 𝛼𝛼 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅(𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆(𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖′)||𝜋𝜋𝑇𝑇(�𝑓𝑓)) + 𝛽𝛽 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅(𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆(𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖)||𝜋𝜋𝑇𝑇(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖)) (3 − 21) 

where 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀 denotes 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑦𝑦 loss, 𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅 is the KL-divergence. 𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆  is the prediction of student 
network and 𝜋𝜋𝑇𝑇 is that of teacher network.  

In our system, we set the 𝑖𝑖, which is the number of sub-networks to 2, in order to balance the 
speed and accuracy of it. Thus, it is a TD2-PSP50 model with a PSPNet-50 as backbone and PSPNet-
101 as teacher network for knowledge distillation.  

Furthermore, we also apply data augmentation for this module by generating synthetic images. 
An example of it is shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5: The generation of a synthetic image for data augmentation. The 2 images at the left are 
the source of the scene without fire and flame patterns. The flame pattern is superimposed 
to the scene for synthetic image generation.  

The synthetic flame patterns are generated in Blender, a free and open-source 3D computer 
graphics software for computer animation. We use it to build and generate life-like flame patterns 
and merge them into real scenes where the fire did not happen. Besides, in order to make those images 
more life-like, we use 𝛼𝛼-channel edge processing for blending, which is an excellent technique to 
fuse the foreground and background in edges. 

 

3.3 Video Prediction Module 
Video Prediction Module is one of the sub-modules in our system that is directly related to 

prediction purposes. As a matter of fact, we aim to use the power of neural networks to provide 
reliable visual results for fire scenes.  

In the traditional fire safety research area, the simulation engine is the most used method for the 
prediction of fire development. However, they are usually complicated as there are a huge number of 
environment settings. Besides, the prediction speed of simulations is relatively low. In order to solve 
those problems, we turn to a prediction algorithm by deep neural networks for help. They have higher 
prediction speed and have similar prediction quality compared with the results of simulation engines.  

Generative models are the state-of-the-art methods in this field nowadays for the various studies 
done on video prediction tasks in the previous years, as we summarized in previous chapters. 
Encoder-Decoder models could give predictions with diversity, and GANs models are capable of 
giving naturalistic predictions. A combination of them will promise a prediction with stochasticity 
and plausibility. Stochastic Adversarial Video Prediction (SAVP) is a model of this type, and this is 
also the main reason for us to choose it in our Video Prediction Module. An illustration of the detailed 
structure of the SAVP model is shown in Figure 3-6. 
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Figure 3-6: An illustration of the detailed structure of SAVP, from [100]. The variable in the deep 
blue rectangle is the input of this network. It will be processed independently by 2 
independent generators in GAN and VAE. The results of VAE and GAN are linked by a 
KL divergence loss.  

Their model consists of two parts. 

The first part is made of a VAE as well as a generator. The generator 𝐺𝐺 predicts the future frames 
give the previous ones 𝑥𝑥�𝑐𝑐−1 and latent codes 𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐−1, thus it specifies a distribution 𝑠𝑠(𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐|𝑥𝑥0:𝑐𝑐−1, 𝑧𝑧0:𝑐𝑐−1), 
which is a fixed variance Laplacian distribution with mean as 𝑥𝑥�𝑐𝑐 = 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥0, 𝑧𝑧0:𝑐𝑐−1). For the VAE part, 
they use a conditional VAE which has a conditional encoder and decoder on the previous frames 𝑥𝑥�𝑐𝑐 
or 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐. Then, they rewrite the reconstruction term to allow the backpropagation through the encoder. 
That term is formulated as follows. 

ℒ1(𝐺𝐺,𝑀𝑀) = 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥0:𝑇𝑇,𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑~𝐸𝐸(𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑:𝑑𝑑+1)|𝑑𝑑=0𝑇𝑇−1 ���𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐺�𝑥𝑥0, 𝑧𝑧0,𝑐𝑐−1��1

𝑇𝑇

𝑐𝑐=1

� (3 − 22) 

where 𝑥𝑥�𝑐𝑐 denotes reconstructed frames, 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 is the ground truth frames. 𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐 is the latent variables. 

Besides, they also use a regularization term for the encoder to approach the prior distribution 
with the posterior one. It is shown as follows. 

ℒ𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾(𝑀𝑀) = 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥0:𝑇𝑇 ��𝒟𝒟𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾(𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐−1:𝑐𝑐)||𝑠𝑠(𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐−1))
𝑇𝑇

𝑐𝑐=1

� (3 − 23) 

where KL is the KL-divergence.  

So, the optimization of VAE involves minimizing the objects listed above in equation 3-22 and 
equation 3-23. They also use parameters for weighting, shown in the equation below. 

𝐺𝐺∗𝑀𝑀∗ = arg min
𝐺𝐺,𝐸𝐸

𝜆𝜆1 ℒ1(𝐺𝐺,𝑀𝑀) + 𝜆𝜆𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾ℒ𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾(𝑀𝑀) (3 − 24) 
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For the second part, GAN, which is shown in the left part of Figure 3-4, generator 𝐺𝐺 aims to 
provide a prediction of future frames 𝑥𝑥�1:𝑇𝑇. While the discriminator 𝐷𝐷 would try to distinguish the 
generated frames 𝑥𝑥�1:𝑇𝑇  with the real ones 𝑥𝑥1:𝑇𝑇 . Thus, the generator would be trained using binary 
cross-entropy loss, formulated as follow. 

ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺,𝐷𝐷) = 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥1:𝑇𝑇[log𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥0:𝑇𝑇−1)] + 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥1:𝑇𝑇,𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑~𝑝𝑝(𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑)|𝑑𝑑=0𝑇𝑇−1 �log �1 − 𝐷𝐷�𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥0, 𝑧𝑧0:𝑇𝑇−1)��� (3 − 25) 

For the generator, it could be learned with an adversarial process, formulated as follow. 

𝐺𝐺∗ = 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖min
𝐺𝐺

max
𝐷𝐷

ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺,𝐷𝐷) (3 − 26) 

Finally, we could get the optimization objective with VAE and GAN part together, shown in the 
equation below. 

𝐺𝐺∗,𝑀𝑀∗ = 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖min
𝐺𝐺,𝐸𝐸

max
𝐷𝐷,𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉

𝜆𝜆1ℒ1(𝐺𝐺,𝑀𝑀) + 𝜆𝜆𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾ℒ𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾(𝑀𝑀) + ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝐺𝐺,𝐷𝐷) + ℒ𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸(𝐺𝐺,𝑀𝑀,𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸) (3 − 27) 

For the detail of the structure, they use Conv-LSTM in generators 𝐺𝐺 and the discriminator in 
SNGAN as discriminator 𝐷𝐷.  

 

3.4 Fire Knowledge Analysis Module  
Though Deep Learning has been proved in various fields, various areas have developed in the 

past few decades continuously without it. As a matter of fact, there are already a variety of ‘traditional’ 
methods, such as mathematical models or experienced-based models.  

Fire research is a typical example of it, which has a significant contribution to fire safety and 
research purpose. For example, one of the most crucial information sources is sensors. Censors could 
consistently capture the information from a specific location. The most-used sensors in fire safety 
research are the temperature sensors, which could capture the temperature information as point data 
or curve data the flows with time. With the related information from several sensors, researchers 
could build a graph representing some fire development features in a specific area. In addition, 
traditional classification models such as regression models could be built to give binary results for 
the fire development. Although a variety of output is not comparable to modern deep learning models, 
as the number of parameters for those traditional ones is exponentially less than deep learning ones, 
it steadily promoted fire safety research in the past. 

Another example of it is the simulation method, which is widely used in testing and validation 
purposes for fire safety research. Compared with deep learning methods that explicitly define the 
real-world physical restriction for fire development, the simulation engines require a clear definition 
of all the related variables for the fire development, such as ventilation, material, and dimension. 
With all the variables properly set, simulations could help reproduce the test or validation setup. 
However, it also brings another problem: complexity. As real-world situations are often much more 
complicated than the setup in simulation engines, even a simulation test with hundreds of well-
defined variables is only a simple one compared with houses and department rooms, not to mention 
the situations firefighters face. 

Inspired by the idea listed above, we propose the Fire Knowledge Analysis Module. Here we 
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choose the graph analysis and statistical analysis methods in the first part that we mentioned above, 
as the results from the simple simulation conditions might not be applicable to the real ones that 
firefighters face. The details of the criteria that we used in this module are shown in Table 3-1.  

Table 3-1: Criteria used in our Fire Knowledge Analysis Module.  
 

Criteria Base A detailed description of Criteria 

Smoke 
The average temperature of the smoke layer is above 600°C 

The minimum temperature of the smoke layer is above 450°C 
Flame The increase rate of the temperature of the flame is above 15°C per second 

In the analysis and prediction of temperature variation for the future, there are 3 criteria that we 
use. When all the criteria are met, a flashover happens. The calculation of those numbers for the 
average temperature of the smoke layer, the Minimum temperature of the smoke layer, and the 
increase rate of the temperature of the flame is done by statistical information analysis. It could be 
regarded as a tangent of specific points representing the original input, shown below. 

 

Figure 3-7: An illustration of applicable predictions and the temperature data curve. The blue curve is 
the temperature data curve, and the 𝑐𝑐 is a time point that we want to analyze. 𝑓𝑓(𝑐𝑐) is the 
temperature value at time 𝑐𝑐. The red line is the tangent line of the point 𝑐𝑐. 

Just as the definition of derivatives, we could approximate the future point with current data and 
the tangent, formulated as the equation below. 

𝑓𝑓�𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓� = 𝑓𝑓(𝑐𝑐) + 𝜎𝜎 ∙ (𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 − 𝑐𝑐) (3 − 28) 

where 𝑐𝑐 is the point of original frames, 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 denotes the points for the future, 𝜎𝜎 is the tangent value. 

Since the time domain of the statistical temperature graph is discrete, we need to link them 
together to form a continuous curve. Though the curve generated is not first-order continuous in the 
time domain, there is no need to worry about it as we are not going to calculate the derivatives from 
the curve. 

Besides, the tangent is calculated independently for each point on the temperature graph, which 
means that we could have a piece of tangent information updated with every input frame. It could 
also help in preventing a collapse in fluctuation, shown in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8: An illustration of temperature variation with time. The fluctuation is between flashover 
and the growth stage of fire development, marked in the red circle.  

Our Fire Knowledge Analysis Module set the FPS of input frames to 1, which is the same as the 
settings in previous modules, to reduce computation cost and remain precision analysis.  
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Chapter 4. Evaluation 
We evaluated the performance of our system as well as the sub-modules on independent tasks. 

For the performance of each sub-modules, we not only introduced evaluation metrics and then 
evaluated the performance on it with the existing dataset for specific tasks that were introduced in the 
chapter before but also compared their results with other state-of-the-art approaches quantitatively 
and qualitatively. For the DAGAN proposed by our work, we also finished an ablation study to 
explore the influence of the dual-attention mechanism and the design of loss function for optimization 
besides the steps listed above.  

Finally, we introduce the evaluation matrices for action prediction similar to the cases in the 
prediction of fire phenomenon, then evaluate the whole system's performance in flashover prediction 
and compare it with other flashover prediction models. 

 

4.1 Dataset Preparation 
 
4.1.1 Dataset for sub-modules 

 
4.1.1.1 Color2IR Conversion Module 

For the Color2IR Conversion Module, we tested on two datasets.  

The first one is a Color2IR dataset proposed by us. It is a dataset of RGB images and IR images 
collected from fire safety tests and experiments. Unfortunately, as those images in the dataset are 
confidential, we could not share all the information about the Color2IR dataset. However, we have 
done all the training and testing on the dataset, and our Color2IR module works perfectly on it. 

Here are some of the details that are allowed to be released. The Color2IR dataset contains 
around 1800 image pairs from 17 fire safety experiments. They are burning tests for single and 
multiple items that monitor the fire development in a room of modern houses under different 
circumstances. The visual images are cut from the video recording sources, and IR images are 
collected from the same source. All the image pairs have been verified and synchronized, and a 
description of them is shown in Table 4-1 below. Our IR images use a 1024-level constant colorbar 
that ranges from (280, 1400)  Kelvin (K) to transform the temperature information to the color 
domain. 
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Table 4-1: Statistical numbers of Color2IR Dataset, including the number of samples with 
single/multiple burning items. 

 
Partitions Number of samples with 

single burning item  
Number of samples with multiple 

burning items 
Total number of 

samples 
Train 755 721 1476 
Test 84 81 165 

Validate 82 82 164 

Due to the reason described above, we also evaluate our Color2IR Module on a public dataset 
for image conversion tasks, Map2Aerial datasets. The two domains of the dataset are map and aerial 
in navigation. All the images are cropped from Google Maps and resized to 600 × 600 resolution for 
normalization. Detailed description for Map2Aerial dataset is listed in Table 4-2 below. An overview 
of the Map2Aerial dataset can be found in Figure 4-1 below.  

Table 4-2: Statistical numbers of Map2Aerial Dataset, including the number of samples with buildings, 
vegetation, and water bodies.  

 
Partitions Number of samples mainly 

contains buildings  
Number of samples mainly contains 

vegetation and water bodies 
Total number of 

samples 
Train 684 412 1096 
Test 711 387 1098 

Validate 703 395 1098 
 

                                
 

                                

Figure 4-1: Samples from Map2Aerial dataset. Each pair of images contains an aerial (at left) and map 
(at right). The blue arrow indicates the direction of image conversion, that is, from aerial 
image to map image.  

As shown in Figure 4-1, the four pairs of images in the first row are the samples that mainly 
contain buildings, we can see the roads, streets, and highways clearly. However, the other four pairs 
of images are samples that mainly contain vegetation and water bodies which are shown as the green 
or blue area in aerial samples. The purpose of distinguishing those two types is that many image 
conversion neural networks might perform well on the first type and fail to precisely convert 
vegetation and water bodies area.  

We test DAGAN on the Map2Aerial dataset for two purposes. The first one is that DAGAN is 
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a novel approach proposed by us. One of the best ways to verify its performance is to compare it with 
other state-of-the-art methods on the traditional image conversion dataset, such as Map2Aerial. 
Another reason is that the transformation from the map to the aerial domain is somehow visually 
similar to that between the visual and IR domains. They are all about transformation tasks that extract 
hidden information from one domain to another.  

As the Map2Aerial dataset is the only one that we are only able to provide all the training and 
testing results and details, we will provide evaluation results for our Color2IR Conversion Module 
only on it in the following part of this chapter. 

 
4.1.1.2 Video Semantic Segmentation Module 

For the Video Semantic Segmentation Module, we also built a new dataset Fire Safety (FS) 
Segmentation dataset. It contains 40 image sequences collected from videos captured by firefighters’ 
equipment, NRC fire tests, fire rescue videos on YouTube, and synthetic fire images. Each sequence 
in the dataset contains images in 2 seconds of the original videos. The number of images in the 
sequence depends on the FPS of its original video. The annotations of flame and the smoke area are 
discussed with a group of 5 people. The ratio for training and testing is 9:1. A description of the FS 
Segmentation dataset is listed in Table 4-3 below. An overview of samples with their annotations 
from the FS Segmentation dataset is shown in Figure 4-2 below. 

Table 4-3: The number of images in the FS Segmentation dataset. It has 12 sources of video sequences 
and about 1600 images.   

 
Source and sequence 

name 
Numbers of images in 

each sequence 
FPS of the 

original video 
Number of 
sequences 

Total number of 
samples 

Firefighters, Firerescue-1 48 24 2 96 
Firefighters, Firerescue-2 48 24 3 144 

NRC, RBF-07 60 30 3 180 
NRC, RBF-12 60 30 4 240 

NRC, M-1 60 30 4 240 
NRC, 16-SI-16 60 30 4 180 
NRC, 26-SI-26 60 30 4 180 
NRC, 23-SI-76 60 30 4 240 

YouTube, NISTvideo-1 48 24 4 192 
YouTube, NISTvideo-2 48 24 4 192 

Synthetic, Blender-1 60 30 2 120 
Synthetic, Blender-2 60 30 2 120 
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Figure 4-2: Samples and their annotations (red: flame, green: smoke) from the FS Segmentation 
dataset. The blue arrow indicates the direction of segmentation.  

Besides the image sequence that is processed from the ‘real’ scenes, we also add synthetic fire 
and smoke image sequences, shown in the second’s row of Figure 4-2. The synthetic smoke and 
flame pattern is generated in Blender, a free and open-source 3D computer graphics software for 
computer animation. We use it to build and generate life-like smoke and fire patterns and merge them 
into real scenes where the fire did not happen. We use 𝛼𝛼-channel edge processing for blending.  

 
4.1.1.3 Video Prediction Module 

For the dataset of Video Prediction, we also built a new dataset for video prediction in fire scenes 
as none of the current video prediction datasets are mainly about scenes with fire and smoke. We call 
it the (Fire Video Prediction) FVP dataset. FVP dataset consists of 60 image sequences collected 
from videos captured firefighters’ equipment, NRC fire safety tests, and the fire rescue video of 
YouTube. Each sequence in the dataset contains images in 20 seconds of the original videos. The 
number of images in the sequence depends on the FPS of its original video. The ratio of training and 
testing part is 9:1. A description of the FVP dataset is listed in Table 4-4 below.  
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Table 4-4: The number of images in the Fire Video Prediction (FVP) dataset. It has 12 sources of 
video and about 40000 frames.  

 
Name of 
dataset 

Source and sequence 
name 

Numbers of 
images in each 

sequence 

FPS of the 
original video 

Number of 
sequences 

Total number 
of samples 

FVP 

Firefighters, Firerescue-1 480 24 4 1920 
Firefighters, Firerescue-2 480 24 4 1920 

NRC, PRF-07 600 30 4 2400 
NRC, PRF-12 600 30 6 3600 

NRC, M-1 600 30 6 3600 
NRC, 16-SI-16 600 30 6 3600 
NRC, 26-SI-26 600 30 6 3600 
NRC, 23-SI-76 600 30 6 3600 

YouTube, NISTvideo-1 480 24 6 2880 
YouTube, NISTvideo-2 480 24 6 2880 

Synthetic, Blender-1 600 30 3 1800 
Synthetic, Blender-2 600 30 3 1800 

 
4.1.2 Dataset for the entire system for flashover prediction 

To test the performance of our system for flashover prediction, we built a Flashover Prediction 
(FP) dataset that contains the videos recorded for NRC [105] and NIST [106] fire safety tests and 
their analysis for flashover time by calculating the HRR and temperature information captured by 
sensors in the tests. Our FP dataset consists of 8 individual fire scenes. As the system does not need 
to train on those samples, all of them are for testing purposes. A description of the FP dataset is listed 
in Table 4-5 below.  

Table 4-5: The sequence length and flashover time of the FP dataset. It has 8 sources of videos with 
fire flashovers.  

 
Source of video Sequence name Sequence length (s) Flashover time (s) 

NRC 

PRF-07 250 185 
PRF-12 150 94 
08-SI-04 250 169 
14-SI-06 250 157 
21-SI-10 150 95 
23-SI-76 200 113 
31-SI-13 300 227 

NIST NISTtest-1 50 22 

For the entire system, it is trained in sub-module-level instead of system-level. Thus, the data 
listed in the table above are only for testing purposes. The training of each sub-module in the system 
requires extra data other than those for whole system testing. 
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4.2 Evaluation of Sub-modules 
 
4.2.1 Color2IR Module 

In the evaluation of the Color2IR Module, a novel model proposed by our work, we will first 
introduce the test results on 2 datasets introduced in the previous chapter and compare with other 
state-of-the-art methods for image conversion tasks performed on both datasets. Finally, we conduct 
an ablation study on DAGAN to verify the effect of the dual-attention mechanism and the brand-new 
loss function design in it.  

However, as one of the datasets with IR images used for experiments on the Colo2IR Module is 
confidential, as explained in Chapter 4.1.1.1. Thus, in the following part, we only introduce the results 
on the other dataset: Map2Aerial Dataset.  

 
4.2.1.1 Experimental results with Map2Aerial dataset 

For the performance of the Color2IR Conversion Module on the Map2Aerial dataset, Figure 4-
3 shows some of the visual samples generated by DAGAN, CycleGAN, pix2pix methods by cGAN, 
and AGGAN. The labels above the images show the source of one column of images, either Input, 
Ground Truth (GT), or generated by deep neural networks.  
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Input             CycleGAN           pix2pix            AGGAN       DAGAN (ours)          GT 

      

Enlarged details:                                                                               

      

Enlarged details:                                                                               

      

Enlarged details:                                                                            

Figure 4-3: Images of conversion results, the label above denotes the source of each column. The row 
starts in ‘enlarged details is the enlarged version of the rectangle area in the previous row. 

From the samples in Figure 4-3, we could observe that the quality of generated images by 
DAGAN is consistently better than the CycleGAN model no matter in samples that mainly contain 
buildings or samples that mainly contains vegetation and water bodies. The visual result of roads, 
streets, vegetation, and water bodies are better in images converted by DAGAN. Besides, it even 
surpasses the performance of the pix2pix model. DAGAN gets excellent performance because the 
pix2pix model is built and optimized for this paired dataset with perfectly aligned image pairs. 
Besides, we could also observe from the region enclosed by black rectangles that DAGAN has a 
better performance in the conversion of roads, vegetations, and waterbodies over pix2pix. For the 
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performance of ADGAN and DAGAN, though they also used the attention mechanism in the model, 
it only captures the attention for foreground changes. The foreground and background attention 
mechanism helps in keeping good conversion performance both in foreground and background. 
DAGAN results have advantages over AGGAN in connections of roads, buildings, vegetation, and 
waterbodies, as shown in the figure above.  

For the quantitative evaluation, we use the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural 
Similarity Index (SSIM) as the metric. PSNR is one of the most popular evaluation metrics for image 
conversion tasks which has reconstruction loss of images. It is defined as the equation below. 

𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 = 10 × 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖10 �
𝑅𝑅2

1
𝑁𝑁∑ �𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 − 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖�

2𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

� (4 − 1) 

where 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is the GT image and 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is the result of conversion or reconstruction. 𝑁𝑁 is the number of pixels 
in them, and 𝑅𝑅 is the maximum pixel value. It is measured in dB via the 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖10 function. For the 
quality, the higher the 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 is, the better quality of images is.  

SSIM measures the structural similarity between images with independent comparison in terms 
of luminance, contrast, and structures from HSV space. It is defined as the equation below. 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀 =
2�𝜇𝜇𝑥𝑥𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦 + 𝐶𝐶1��2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 + 𝐶𝐶2�

�𝜇𝜇𝑥𝑥2 + 𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦2 + 𝐶𝐶1��𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥2 + 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦2 + 𝐶𝐶2�
(4 − 2) 

where 𝜇𝜇𝑥𝑥and 𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦 are local means for image 𝑥𝑥 and image 𝑦𝑦. 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 are the standard deviation of 
image 𝑥𝑥 and image 𝑦𝑦. 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 is the cross-covariance between them. It is ranged in (0,1). For the quality, 
the higher the 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀 is, the better quality of images is. 

PSNR is a metric that relies more on the MSE of pixel-level, which means that a high PSNR 
score would make sure that the generated images are similar with the GT in corresponding pixel 
values while the visual perception is not guaranteed. However, SSIM is similar to the evaluation 
system of human vision. A high SSIM score guarantees that the generated images and GT are visually 
similar in human eyes. These evaluation metrics have a complementary relationship to some extent, 
which is why we choose to use both of them in our evaluation part. 

A quantitative comparison of generated images on Map2Aerial dataset between DAGAN, 
AGGAN, CycleGAN, and pix2pix models is shown in the table below. We calculated the PSNR and 
SSIM scores for all CycleGAN, pix2pix, AGGAN, and DAGAN test results. The results prove the 
qualitative evaluation results in Figure 4-3 and show that DAGAN leads the first place both in pixel-
level performance (PSNR) and visual generation performance (SSIM). 
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Table 4-6: Quantitative evaluation results for comparison of DAGAN on Map2Aerial dataset. Ours is 
the best one. 

 
Model Name PSNR (dB) SSIM 
CycleGAN 13.4 0.577 

Pix2pix 14.2 0.597 
AGGAN 14.4 0.604 

DAGAN (ours) 14.9 0.619 
 
4.2.1.2 Ablation study with Map2Aerial Dataset 

As DAGAN is a brand-new method proposed by our work. We also conducted an ablation study 
to figure out the influence of the main components and design and how they improve DAGAN 
performance.  

We start with the ablation study on the dual-attention mechanism proposed by our work. The 
dual-attention mechanism consists of two independent attention modules that help in both foreground 
and background image conversion. We conducted both qualitative and quantitative studies on the 
Map2Aerial dataset and qualitative studies on the Color2IR dataset.  

For the results on the Map2Aerial dataset, we compare the performance between a raw model 
without any attention mechanism (DAGAN-FA-BA), a model only with foreground attention but 
without background attention (DAGAN-BA), a model only with background attention but without 
foreground attention (DAGAN-FA), and DAGAN. During those tests, loss functions only needed to 
be modified in the raw model to match the network structure. The qualitative results are shown in the 
figure below.  
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Input           (DAGAN-FA-BA)   (DAGAN-BA)      (DAGAN-FA)       DAGAN(ours)             GT 

      

      

      

Figure 4-4: Images and conversion results for comparison in ablation study, the label above denotes 
the source of each column. Our DAGAN has the best performance among them.  

As we can observe in Figure 4-4, the model without attention mechanism delivers the worst 
performance with loss in roads, vegetation and waterbodies areas, as it is not equipped with any 
attention module. There is no absolute winner between models with only one attention, as the FA 
model with foreground attention produced better results on the connection between roads and 
buildings. However, the BA model turns to have a good performance on the waterbodies and main 
roads, which are color-sensitive in this conversion. A possible reason for it is that the background 
attention module could capture those differences better. While DAGAN with dual-attention modules 
is the clear winner in this comparison, it captures the advantages in foreground attention and 
background attention, producing better results in main roads, waterbodies, and connections between 
different segments.  

In general, the model without any attention mechanism somehow has the worst performance 
among them as it might produce some bad patterns for crowded buildings, roads, vegetation, or 
waterbodies. The results of the models with only one attention show that it allows them to generate 
images with fewer artifacts in vegetation areas. However, DAGAN has the dominant leading in all 
four models' performance in the accuracy of shapes in conversion and the class of conversions such 
as vegetation and waterbodies. As a result, it proves that the dual-attention mechanism proposed by 
us in DAGAN has a lot of positive effects on Map2Aerial conversion tasks.  

For the quantitative ablation study, A comparison of generated images on the Map2Aerial 
dataset between DAGAN, a model with only one attention, and a model without attention is shown 
in the table below. We calculated the PSNR and SSIM scores for all test results. The results prove 
the qualitative evaluation result in Figure 4-4 and show that DAGAN leads both in pixel-level 
performance (PSNR) and visual generation performance (SSIM). 
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Table 4-7: Quantitative evaluation results for comparison of DAGAN on Map2Aerial dataset. Ours is 
the best one in PSNR and SSIM metrics. 

 
Model Name PSNR (dB) SSIM 

DAGAN-FA-BA 13.7 0.585 
DAGAN-BA 14.1 0.593 
DAGAN-FA 14.4 0.599 

DAGAN (ours) 14.9 0.619 

In addition, the second part of the ablation study of DAGAN is about the new loss functions that 
we proposed. We use attention loss to solve the problem that attention masks could easily saturate to 
1, which would ruin the generation of foreground and background content. The attention loss is shown 
in the equation below. 

ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐(𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥) = � |𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑤𝑤 + 1,ℎ, 𝑐𝑐) − 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑤𝑤,ℎ, 𝑐𝑐)| + |𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑤𝑤,ℎ + 1, 𝑐𝑐) − 𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥(𝑤𝑤,ℎ, 𝑐𝑐)|
𝑊𝑊,𝐻𝐻

𝑤𝑤,ℎ=1

(4 − 3) 

The ablation study aims to verify the influence of ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 in helping generate stable attention masks 
in DAGAN. We conducted both qualitative and quantitative studies on the Map2Aerial dataset.  

For the results on the Map2Aerial dataset, we compare the performance between a RAW model 
without attention loss ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 (DAGAN-L) and DAGAN. During those tests, we only modified the total 
loss functions. The qualitative results are shown in the figure below.  

Input             (DAGAN-L)      DAGAN(ours)          GT 

    

    

    

Figure 4-5: Images and conversion results for comparison in ablation study, the label above denotes 
the source of each column. Our DAGAN has the best performance among them. 

From Figure 4-5, we could observe that DAGAN outperformed the model without using our 
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proposed loss ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 in both different classes of segmentation and connection patterns, no matter in 
images mainly with buildings and roads or images with vegetations and waterbodies. As a result, we 
could see that ℒ𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 helps in the form of a stable transformation between the map and aerial domains 
by preventing saturation problems in the optimization process.  

For the quantitative ablation study, A comparison of generated images on the Map2Aerial 
dataset between the DAGAN and DAGAN-L model is shown in the table below. We calculated the 
PSNR and SSIM scores for all test results from them. The results prove the qualitative evaluation 
result in Figure 4-5 and show that DAGAN leads first place both in pixel-level performance (PSNR) 
and visual generation performance (SSIM). 

Table 4-8: Quantitative ablation study for DAGAN on Map2Aerial dataset. The best one is in bold. 
Our DAGAN is the best one in PSNR and SSIM metrics. 

 
Model Name PSNR (dB) SSIM 
DAGAN-L 14.2 0.599 

DAGAN (ours) 14.9 0.619 
 
4.2.2 Video Semantic Segmentation Module 

In the evaluation of the Video Semantic Segmentation Module, we are going to introduce the 
test results on the FS Segmentation dataset, together with a comparison with other state-of-the-art 
methods for image semantic segmentation tasks and video semantic segmentation tasks in accuracy 
and speed.  

For the performance of the FS Segmentation dataset, we compare the results of the TD-Net that 
was used in our Video Semantic Segmentation module with two types of methods. The first type of 
model is used for image semantic segmentation, such as PSPNet [80] and DeepLab V3 [92]. The 
other type of models deals with video semantic segmentation tasks, like RGMP [107], SV-CNN [82], 
and SVS [84], and TD-Net [29], that we used in our module. Figure 4-6 shows some of the visual 
samples generated by them. The labels at the left of the images show the source of one row of images, 
either Input, Ground Truth (GT), or generated by deep neural networks.     
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Input:     

PSPNet:     

DeepLab V3:     

RGMP:      

SV-CNN:     

SVS:     

TD-Net:     

GT:     

Figure 4-6: Samples of images for segmentation comparison, the label at left denotes the source of 
each row. Each column represents different scenes. There are 4 scenes in this figure. The 
red annotation is flame, and the green annotation is smoke. TD-Net is the one that used in 
our module.  

From Figure 4-6, we could observe that in a dark environment like the images in the first column, 
both methods turned to give a good prediction of flame and smoke patterns. In contrast, the 
segmentation methods made for videos produced a better boundary for a smoke at the top. For images 
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in the second column, which is also from a video captured by firefighters but in a brighter condition, 
the performance of those models varies at this time. They all have an excellent general shape of 
smoke and flame pattern, while TD-Net and SVS give a more precise segmentation for the smoke 
details. For the images in the third column, video semantic segmentation methods show significant 
advantages over models based on image semantic segmentation methods. With the between frame 
information that is widely used in video semantic segmentation methods, they could easily capture 
the tiny flame patterns. For the images in the fourth column, every model gave similar segmentation 
results, which indicates that a large smoke pattern in a bright condition is somehow an easy pattern 
for segmentation.  

Besides, we also compare the segmentation consistency between frames, which is also crucial 
for our tasks. Figure 4-7 shows their results. The labels at the left of the images show the source of 
one row of images, either Input, Ground Truth (GT), or generated by deep neural networks. Each 
column of images is segmented on images captured at the same time. Among all the models, video 
semantic segmentation methods show dominant leading in the consistency between frames, and TD-
Net is one of the best among them. 
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PSPNet:    

DeepLab 
V3:    

SV-CNN:    

SVS:    

TD-Net:    

Figure 4-7: Images samples for consistency comparison, labels at left denotes the source of each row. 
Each column of images is from the same time. The sources of the three columns are three 
consecutive frames in the timeline. TD-Net is the one that used in our module. 

Besides, we also conducted a quantitative study on those methods based on the Intersection of 
Union (IoU), mean Intersection of Union (mIoU), Accuracy (Acc), mean Accuracy (mAcc), and 
Speed scores.  

IoU and mIoU is a popular metric used in the evaluation of segmentation tasks. They are both 
defined as the ratio of intersection and union of ground truth and predictions, while mIoU evaluates 
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on several classes. They could be formulated as the equation below. 

𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅 =
𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=0 + ∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖=0

𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅 =
1

𝑘𝑘 + 1
�

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=0 + ∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖=0

𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖=1

(4 − 4)
 

where 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 denotes the samples that have a label of 𝑖𝑖 but segmented as 𝑗𝑗. 𝑘𝑘 + 1 is the total number of 
the class.  

For Acc and mAcc, they are defined as the accuracy in pixel level, while mAcc evaluates on 
several classes. They are shown in the equation below.  

𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=0

𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
1

𝑘𝑘 + 1
�

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=0

𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖=0

(4 − 5)
 

where 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 denotes the samples that have a label of 𝑖𝑖 but are segmented as 𝑗𝑗. 𝑘𝑘 + 1 is the total number 
of the class. 

Compared with IoU and mIoU, Acc and mAcc focused the accuracy on the pixel level, which 
could have advantages when different classes have a huge difference in the area. Besides, Acc and 
mAcc only calculated the impact of False Positive (FP) samples, where IoU and mIoU take both FP 
and False Negative (FN) into consideration.  

Speed is a unique evaluation metric for video semantic segmentation. It aims to measure the 
ability of models to provide segmentation results for real-time. It is defined as the equation below. 

𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 =
𝑇𝑇
𝑁𝑁

(4 − 6) 

where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of frames and 𝑇𝑇 is the processing time for it. It is measured in milliseconds 
per frame.  

The comparison results based on mIoU, mAcc, and Speed are listed in the table below. We could 
find that TD-Net is in the leading place both in mIoU and mAcc matrices. Certain methods could 
surpass TD-Net in specific metrics like DeepLab V3 has a higher mIoU score than TD-Net. However, 
it has the best performance on average, both in accuracy and speed.  
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Table 4-9: Quantitative comparison for methods on FS Segmentation dataset. We measured three 
different metrics for them. TD-Net is the one that used in our module.  

 
Type of methods Name of methods mIoU (%) mAcc (%) Speed (ms/f) 

Image Semantic 
Segmentation 

PSPNet 80.74 89.25 100 
DeepLab V3 81.35 89.29 187 

Video Semantic 
Segmentation 

RGMP 80.69 88.43 77 
SV-CNN 80.8 89.13 59 

SVS 81.06 88.76 74 
TD-Net 81.29 89.28 70 

Here is another table showing the extended information calculated by class. Though they are 
calculated for each class, the trend continues as TD-Net is also in leading places in different classes 
and metrics. In general, TD-Net has an excellent performance balance the accuracy and speed.  

Table 4-10: Extended information of quantitative comparison for methods on FS Segmentation dataset. 
Metrics are measured in flame and smoke categories. TD-Net is the one that used in our 
module.  

 
Type of methods Name of methods IoU (%) Acc (%) 

  Flame Smoke Flame Smoke 

Image Semantic 
Segmentation 

PSPNet 73.46 77.01 87.19 83.93 
DeepLab V3 75.86 77.07 86.95 84.77 

Video Semantic 
Segmentation 

RGMP 76.78 74.95 86.3 83.06 
SV-CNN 76.13 75.56 87.66 83.87 

SVS 75.57 76.29 84.69 85.69 
TD-Net 76.85 75.97 87.89 83.91 

 
4.2.3 Video Prediction Module 

In the evaluation of the Video Prediction Module, we are going to introduce the test results on 
the FSP dataset. Besides, there is a comparison with other state-of-the-art methods for video 
prediction tasks in PSNR and SSIM scores.   

Figure 4-8 shows the qualitative comparison of video prediction performance among the FVP 
dataset. The labels at the left of the images show the source of one row of images. While, CNN-LP 
[90], Conv-LSTM [73], SVVP [100], AMC-GAN [104] are CNN-based, RNN-based, VAE-based, 
GAN-based video prediction methods, respectively. GT denotes the ground truth of frames. For each 
of the methods, they are given a set of frames as input, shown as the ‘Initial Frames’ in the first row. 
This figure includes seven predicted frames from each of the methods.  
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Past Frames, from 1 to n:                  1                                         n 

GT:                                                    ⋯⋯⋯       
Predicted Frames:      (n+1)            (n+2)            (n+3)            (n+4)           (n+5)            (n+6) 

GT: 

 

      

CNN-LP:       

Conv-LSTM:       

SVVP:        

AMC-GAN:       

SAVP:       

Figure 4-8: Examples of predicted images and past frames, the label at left denotes the source of each 
row. The number on top of images is the number of images. SAVP is the one that used in 
our module. It has the best performance. 

From the figure above, we can observe that CNN-LP turns to capture the shape variation for the 
first few moments, and it is quickly getting blurred as time goes on. This phenomenon is especially 
obvious in the smoke area at the top right of the picture. The Conv-LSTM method has a similar 
situation as CNN-LP, while the shape of the flame and the smoke area is more apparent in the 
prediction in the last few frames. SVVP and AMC-GAN are generated-model-based approaches. 
However, SVVP produced frames with a better flame shape, which is more similar to the GT, while 
the blurry problem is more prominent, which is a typical issue in VAE-based video prediction 
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methods. AMC-GAN's performance is quite the opposite, with clear background and smoke area and 
a mixed area of flame in the last few predictions. SAVP is the best one among them, as it combines 
the benefits of VAE and GAN that could predict both clearer and plausible predictions even in the 
last few frames.  

Besides, we also conducted a quantitative study on the models mentioned above, on PSNR and 
SSIM that varies with prediction time. The plots of them are shown in Figure 4-9. It shows the same 
trend as the qualitative study. SAVP has the best performance among all of them, whether in PSNR 
scores that measure the pixel difference or SSIM scores that are similar to human perceptual. AMC-
GAN and SVVP show similar performance initially while failing to produce comparable results in 
the last few frames. As for CNN-LP and Conv-LSTM, they lost this race from the beginning of this 
competition. 

The overall performance of SAVP proves its leading place in the video prediction task on the 
FVP dataset and the advantages of the combination of VAE and GAN.  

  

Figure 4-9: Plots of PSNR and SSIM scores with prediction time variation. Different lines represent 
the performance of different methods with the time developments. SAVP is the one that 
used in our module. It has the best performance.  

As for the quantitative study on PSNR and SSIM scores somehow proves the visual results in 
the qualitative study as the scores are similar in the last few frames of prediction, whether in PSNR 
scores or SSIM scores. We could also observe the leadership of SAVP among them, while it is not a 
big lead this time compared with performance in the SAVP-V dataset.  

In conclusion, we could find that the SAVP delivers the best performance among all other 
models in comparison. As a result, it proves our choice of it in the Video Prediction Module. 
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4.3 Evaluation of the entire system for flashover 
prediction 

Flashover is a sudden fire propagation occurring in a room fire, which poses life-threatening 
hazards to firefighters. In this part, we test the performance of our system for flashover prediction. 
We first gave the dataset preparation and raw performance statistics. After that, we introduced a 
widely used metric in action prediction fields to evaluate flashover prediction. Finally, we compared 
the prediction performance of our system with other approaches in this field. 

As some of the images for evaluation are confidential, more details of image results are available 
in NRC Report1 [108]. 

The table below shows the raw statistics of our model. 

Table 4-11: Raw statistics of flashover prediction performance of our system on the FP dataset, 
including prediction time, offsets, and the earliest forecast time.  

 
Source of 

video 
Sequence name Sequence 

length (s) 
Flashover 

time (s) 
Prediction 

time (s) 
Offset (s) Earliest Forecast 

time (s) 

NRC 

PRF-07 250 185 183 -2 47 
PRF-12 150 94 93 -1 30 
08-SI-04 250 169 165 -4 35 
14-SI-06 250 157 151 -6 37 
21-SI-10 150 95 94 -1 51 
23-SI-76 200 113 111 -2 39 
31-SI-13 300 227 224 -3 42 

NIST NISTtest-1 50 22 15 -7 10 

In Table 4-11, we provide the prediction time of flashover by our proposed system (5th column), 
the offset between the flashover occurrence time and prediction (6th column), and the forecast time, 
which means the ability to tell the flashover happening in advance (7th column). We could observe a 
good performance both in prediction accuracy and forecast ability as they are all crucial to firefighters 
in compartment fires. Besides, the offset is all negative, and thus our system could always tell the 
flashover happening before it occurs. Considering that the offset is small in all cases, the flashover 
warning sent by our system should be effective and accurate. In comparison, the biggest offset comes 
from the evaluation of NISTtest-1. It is possible because we have not included any related visual or 
IR images in our system as well as each sub-module. In addition, the view angle and illumination 
conditions for the input video are also different.  

A real-time analysis and prediction results could provide IR conversion, semantic segmentation, 
prediction of visual and IR frames, and statistical analysis of smoke and fire patterns fused by all sub-
modules. Our judgment of flashover happening is based on the fusion of predicted future frames and 

 
1 © 2021 Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada as represented by the National Research Council Canada. All rights 
reserved. 
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temperature analysis, including shape of flame and smoke, Minimum/Average/Maximum 
temperature history data analysis, and flashover definition by NIST. For the final output, the system 
could provide a warning as well as Estimated Time Arrival (ETA) for the flashover in real-time.  

Moreover, as there is no generic evaluation metric in the flashover prediction area, we also 
introduce an evaluation metric that is widely accepted in the action prediction field. Action prediction 
is similar to the prediction case of flashover as they both take video frames as input and give real-
time predictions for the video. An example of an action prediction task is shown in the figure below. 
It shows a prediction task of human action with a partially observed video as input. It is the same case 
with real-time flashover prediction, as our system could only observe part of the video as time went 
on. 

 

Figure 4-10: An example of a timeline of an action prediction task. 𝑘𝑘 is current time, 𝐾𝐾 is the total 
time.  

A commonly used evaluation metric based on the observed part of the video in action prediction 
is the accuracy at observation ratio, as shown in Figure 4-10. The observation ratio is the ratio of the 
length of the observed part and the entire sequence, defined as the equation below. 

𝑟𝑟 =
𝑘𝑘
𝐾𝐾

(4 − 7) 

where 𝑘𝑘 is the length of the observed part and 𝐾𝐾 is the length of the whole sequence, shown in Figure 
4-10. 

Using the accuracy at different observation ratios could eliminate the effect of different sequence 
lengths and thus provide a more objective evaluation.  

When it comes to flashover prediction tasks, we modify the design of the observation ratio to fit 
the conditions in this task. Compared with the action that starts at the beginning of each sequence in 
the action dataset, flashovers start at the intermediate moment of the whole sequence. As the flashover 
prediction system aims to forecast the flashover before it happens, the period after flashover 
occurrence does not matter. As a result, the observation ratio in flashover prediction should be the 
ratio of the observed and un-flashover parts, formulated as the equation below.  

𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 =
𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐
𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹

(4 − 8) 

where 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 is the observation ratio in flashover prediction tasks, 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 and 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 is the current observation 
time and real time of flashover, shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11: An illustration of time and period in a sequence of a flashover prediction. 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓  is the 
observation ratio in flashover prediction tasks, 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 and 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 is the current observation time 
and real time of flashover. 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹  and 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 is the predicted time of flashover and real time of 
flashover 

Thus, we could measure the accuracy of flashover prediction at different observation ratio 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓. 

Similar to the idea of accuracy at different observation ratio 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓, we also proposed a new forecast 
Accuracy (FA) score at different observation ratios 𝑟𝑟 for the evaluation of flashover forecasting. It 
could be formulated as equation 7-9. 

𝜕𝜕𝑀𝑀 = 1 −
|𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 − 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹|𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐

𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹
(4 − 9) 

where 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹  and 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 is the predicted time of flashover and real time of flashover, shown in Figure 4-11. 

𝜕𝜕𝑀𝑀 with observation ratio 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 would help eliminate the impact of the sequence length. As a result, 
we compare the performance of our system with other state-of-the-art flashover prediction systems 
proposed in recent years based on the two metrics introduced above. The results are shown in Table 
4-12. 

Table 4-12: Comparison of flashover prediction performance with other models. Our system has the 
best performance among different metrics.  

 
Name of model Acc@rf  FA@rf 

Acc@0.5 Acc@1 FA@0.5 FA@1 
Dexters et al. [109] - 0.91 - - 

Fliszkiewicz et al. [110] - 0.6569 - - 
Yap et al. [55] - 0.94 - - 
Lee et al. [111] - 0.92 - - 
Fu et al. [54] 0.761 1 0.681 0.813 
Yun et al. [56] - 1 - 0.92 

ours 0.875 1 0.813 0.945 

Though some of the models listed in the table do not use the same dataset for the test, all the 
datasets are at least from a room environment similar to a room shown in the figure below.  
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Figure 4-12: Fire compartment setting for flashover experiments, from [111]. 

We could observe from the table that most of the models only provide accuracy at 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 = 1, which 
means those models are only a ‘classification’ task given the entire sequence. Besides, some of them 
provided the forecast time and prediction time so that they are capable of doing the forecast job, and 
we could evaluate the accuracy at 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 = 0.5 and 𝜕𝜕𝑀𝑀 at 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 = 1 or 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 = 0.5. However, the prediction 
performance of our system is in the top places among all other models in accuracy and 𝜕𝜕𝑀𝑀 at 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 =
0.5 or 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 = 1. While some methods might show comparable results at one particular metric, our 
model shows a much powerful forecast ability for flashover, as shown in metrics Acc@0.5 and 
FA@0.5. It points out that our system has a high flashover prediction accuracy and high flashover 
forecast ability as well.  

Among all the systems in the table, the one proposed by Yun et al. [56] is the most related work. 
The difference between their system and ours is that we extract information from RGB images to 
generate semantic area information, such as smoke and flame. That area information is vital because 
they are crucial parts of a fire that could show fire status and development. For example, one of the 
criteria used by both of us for flashover occurrence is the smoke area reaching 600 °C or above. With 
the help of semantic information from RGB images, our system could precisely collect the smoke 
area's temperature information. However, their methods would calculate the temperature based on 
the whole region, which would reduce the accuracy.  

The results also prove it. Although we got the same performance in Acc@1, our methods surpass 
their methods in metric FA@1 with a lead of 2.5%. It demonstrates that the semantic information 
extracted from RGB images could help achieve higher accuracy in flashover prediction.  
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 
 
5.1 Conclusion 

Flame and smoke analysis are some of the bases for modern fire science. The critical part of 
analyzing them is thermal information, which could be captured only by IR cameras. As for the 
existing research in this field, they mainly focused on simple mathematic models like regression with 
fire knowledge. However, those methods have limitations in firefighting usage, as IR cameras are 
expensive. Deep learning and deep neural networks have been proved to be effective in extracting 
information from images and videos, which reduces the hardware requirement and enables a system 
based on RGB cameras. The combination of RGB images and deep learning methods for flame and 
smoke analysis systems can not only be portable for firefighters but also have high accuracy.  

(a) About the Flame and Smoke Analysis System 
In this thesis, we propose a new system that is able to analyze flame and smoke only based on 

RGB images. It has a novel structure of 4 sub-modules for different tasks. It is also a hybrid one with 
fire safety knowledge and deep learning techniques. These sub-modules can be combined and used 
for specific goals such as smoke detection, flame detection, or sudden fire propagation.  

The Color2IR module is one of the most important modules in the system. The key part of it is 
DAGAN proposed by us. In DAGAN, we apply an attention module capable of analyzing both 
foreground and background attention, which helps form a sharp foreground and a clear background 
of images.  

Next, Video Semantic Segmentation Module helps in extracting flame and smoke areas from 
the scene in the RGB video frames. It is based on a well-known deep neural network: TD-Net, which 
balances segmentation accuracy and speed. Besides, we innovated to use synthetic RGB video data 
generated and captured from 3D modeling software for data augmentation to improve accuracy.  

After that, a Video Prediction Module takes the RGB video frames and IR frames as input and 
produces predictions of the subsequent frames of their scenes. The key part of it is an existing deep 
neural network called SAVP, which takes advantage of the visually plausible results from GAN and 
diverse output from VAE. 

Finally, a Fire Knowledge Analysis Module predicts if a flashover is coming or not. It is based 
on fire knowledge criteria such as thermal information extracted from IR images, temperature 
increase rate, flashover occurrence temperature, and increase rate of lowest temperature. That 
information comes from current RGB video and IR frames, fire and smoke segmentation, and next 
predicted frames of RGB video and IR frame. 

For the contributions and innovations in our work, we propose a novel network, DAGAN, with 
foreground and background attention in the image conversion. It helps in reducing the hardware 
device requirement and achieving high accuracy for flashover prediction. Besides, we also combine 
thermal information from IR images and segmentation information from RGB images in our system 
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in order to analyze flame and smoke. This combination will improve the accuracy in analysis. We 
also design a hybrid structure for our entire system, which combines several deep neural networks 
and a knowledge-based system to achieve high accuracy. Moreover, data augmentation is used on the 
Video Semantic Segmentation Module by introducing synthetic video data in the training process. 

(b) About experiments and evaluation 
Subsequently, we analyze the performance of our whole model as well as each sub-module on 

several datasets.  

Firstly, we evaluate the performance of DAGAN on an ordinary dataset for paired image 
conversion tasks. It shows that it is superior to other existing methods such as pix2pix, CycleGAN, 
or AGGAN quantitatively and qualitatively. The evaluation results on Color2IR conversion tasks 
show that DAGAN has a leading place. For the ablation study, we evaluate the attention mechanism 
as well as the attention loss design, and each part shows its advantages. Then, we also compare the 
performance of other modules on their tasks with other prevailing models. Their top performance 
further proves our choice. 

Finally, we evaluate our system as a whole part for flashover prediction. We show that our 
proposed system gives a promising performance on flashover prediction tasks. In addition, we also 
introduce a set of new metrics inspired by the action prediction evaluation so that we can compare 
the results of our model with other existing flashover prediction models. The overall comparison 
shows that our system delivers higher accuracy and is capable of giving earlier forecasts for flashover 
occurrence at the same time.  

 

5.2 Future work 
There is still room for further improvement in our system. One of the possible works is to explore 

the applicability of each module's flame and smoke hazard identification. For example, the prediction 
quality of the sub-module Color2IR is relatively low because the contextual information in IR images 
is different from that in color images. Further research is necessary to improve the image predictions 
(e.g., smoke/flame development). Therefore, the way that our module extracts and uses the 
temperature information could be further explored. 

As demonstrated, the sub-modules can be combined and built for the detection or analysis of 
fire development. However, the testing is complex because most of the existing research in this field 
would like to set up their experiments and collect data. Therefore, for a thorough comparison between 
different models, A benchmark dataset would boost research progress in this area.  
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